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The Canadian Charter of Riihts and Fmeâoms has had considerable e W on
Canada, politicelly, judicially and socùrlly. One area in parücular which has genemted
notable debate is its impact on policing. Prior to its entrenchrnent, many members of
the law enforcernent comrnunity opposeci it as being an impeûiment to their efforts and
a move towards the 'Arnericanization' of Our criminaljustice system. After living with

the Charter for nearly fifteen years, we see that two of the areas of public policy most
affected have indeed been those of legal rights and criminal protedures. While a

popular perception of the Charter is that it undemines the enforcernent of criminal law,
the analysis here suggests that its influence may Vary significantly across policy areas

within this field. Focussing on the enforcement of impaired driving in Winnipeg,
Manitoba, this study considers procedural changes necessitated by the Charter andlor
Charter rulings, the effect of the increasing prominence of drunk driving as a social
issue in Canada and police statistics as reflecüons of local and nationaltrends. It

further suggests that the Charter not only demonstrateci the potential to impact on
police effectiveness, but also coincided with a noticeable shift towards a due-process
model of criminal justice. Both of these effects have influenced public and police
perceptions of Canadian justice, which will have implications for the Mure management
of the criminel justice system. However, the Chafler has not cornpromised the ability of

the police to enforce impaired driving laws.
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INTRODUCTION

The entrenchment of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms within the
Constitution Act, 1982, has been interpreted as both a reflection of and catalyst for an

apparent shift on the part of Canadian sodety towards a more liberal and individualistic
state (Cairns, 1991:97; Lenihan, 1992: 3). Such a shR would have significant

implications for both public policy and those responsible for interpreting and
implementing it. This paper considen the impact of the Charter on law enforcement in
Canada. This sector in particular had traditionalty enjoyed operating within a strongly

conservative environment emphasizing ordet maintenance and the primacy of
community, or collective, interests (Maquis, 1991:400401; Manfredi, 1993: 104).
By content and structure, the Charter reflected both liberal and conservative

principles. This was not surprising, sinœ both streams have long been identifiecl
throughout Canadian society and political structures (Horowitz, 1966: 43-44; Monahan,
1987: 92.94; Mackiern, 1988: 127). By emphasuing indMdualst rights and empowering

those individuals relative to the state. the Charter was evidently intended to play a

liberalizing role in Canada (Lenihan, 1992: 3). However, the 'masonable limits"qualifier
in section 1, the exclusion of evidence not on illegal*Rybut on L potential to damage the

reptation of the justice system (s.24(2)) and the 'notwithstandingwclause allowing
Pariiament and provincial legislaturesto effectively suspend many of the iights and
freedoms therein for periods of five years (9.33) al1senred to balance its inherently
liberalizing nature. Peter Russell reflected on the s.33 clause as Yhat quintessential
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Canadian compromise" (Russell, 1982: 32),an observation which migMjust as well
have been applied to the entire Charter.
While its representation of 'IiberaMernocratk values" (Beaudoin and Dobbie,
1992: 31) enjoyed popular support, observers of the Charter eariy on identifieci its

potential as an instrument of political and social change. First, judicial review of public
policy had been encouraged and ernpowered to the extent that some felt the principle
of parliamentary supremacy under which Canada had traditionally been govemed. was
being challenged (Smith, 1983: 133; Greene, 1989: 62). The Consditution Act, 1982

declared itself to be We supreme law of Canada* (9.52) and the courts were given the
mandate to enforce its provisions through s.24. Secondly, the use of the Charter to

review the constitutional appropriateness of public policy had the potential to
'judicialize,' or 'legalize' inherentiy political issues ( Russell, 1983: 51; Mandel, 1989: 4),

in fact displacing them from the political arena into a judicial one. Thus, through its
content and primacy. it had the potential of contributing to the liberaliïon, or as some
viewed it, the 'Arnericanization' of Canadian society (8ercuson and Cooper, 1991: 17;
Marquis, 1991: 403; Adie and Thomas, 1987: 501).
An enhanceâ review fundon for the courts raised questions as to the extent of
their role in the govemment policy process. As one of the Yhree branches of
govemment' in Canada, they traditionally exercised a modest policy-making role. Prior
to the Charter, their constiMional mlings dealt almost exclusiveiy with the division of

powers between the two levek of govemment (Russell, 1982: 1,14; Macklem, 1988:
119). Disputes between individuals and the state seldom fdl under this scniüny. The
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Charter's provisions brought many pmadural saféguards into the constitutional arena.

while concurrently setting the stage for increased judicial activism. As a result, the
policy-making roie of the courts, particulariy in relation to aie actions of state officials.

was to increase mlson, 1986: 240-241 ;Russell, 1985: 394; Adie and Thomas, 1987:
239). Concems over the l i b e r a l i o n of Canadians' relationship to the state and

increased judicial activism were at the heart of the law enbrcement community's
opposition to the entrenchment of legal rights.
In 1981 submissions to the Special Joint Cornmittee of the Senate and of the
House of Cornmons on the Constitution of Canada, both the Canadian Association of
Chiefs of Police (CACP) and the Canadian Association of Crown Counsels (CACC)

expressed their concem over the pmposed charter. In addition to stating the belief that
the responsibilityfor defining citizens' rights belonged in Parliament and not the courts.
the CACP was primarily conœmeâ about the impact of a constitutional 'exclusionary
rule' regarding the admissibility of evidence in criminal proceedings. Making refereme

to Arnerican law enforcement's dinicult experience with a strict exclusionary rule, the

CACP argued for more flexible evidentiaty guidelines (Minutes of Ptoceedings and

Evidence, 1981: 14-7,9).
The CACC was also concemed about Canada following the Arnerican example

in such a strict adherenœ to a due-process model. Its represewtives argued that as
criminal procedure must &edetailed, it should not be placed within a constituüonal text,
where the language is by nature and neœssity, vague (Weiler. 1968: 456). The
combination of criminal procedures written in awn~titutional
language" and the

'
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proposed judicial discretion regarding the admissibility of evidence, the CACC asserted,

would "create a degree of uncertainty... (where) police onicers do not know what
evidence is going to be admissible" (Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence, 1981: 1410,20).
In 1981, Manitoba Crown Attorney Wayne Myshkowsky predicted that with the

adoption of the proposed Charter, police could expect to lose considerable
investigative powers and see their efkctiveness, in tenns of clearance rates, drop

(cited in Prokosh, September 21, 1981:14). From the traditionally retient judiciary,
Manitoba Court of Queen's Bench Justice James Wilson likewise gave his waming that
the proposed Charter would 'hamstnng the police" (cited in Prokosh. September 21,
1g8l: 14). Edmonton Police Chief Robert Lunney similady predicted that the Charter

could result in adrasticchanges in police powen" and had the potential to "change

drastically the way in which the criminal justice system operates" (cited in "Police
concemed over new nghts," September 8, 1980: 11). Most of these critics made
reference to the advantage Canadian police had at the tirne over their American
counterparts, in ternis of investigative powen and admissibility of evidenœ.
Recognition of the implications for law enforcement of an entrenched Charter
was also found in acadernia. Peter Russell suggested that the ' legal rightsgsection
wouki have a particularly significant impact on policing. The protections wvering

searches, access to legal counsel and detention, he m t e , would becorne a 'Yertile
source of police station bargaining and court house litigation* ( 1982: 23). Francis
McGinn predicted increased procedural uncertainty for police, ironically at a time when
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officers' actions would be under greatet scruüny than ever before. She conduded that
the concems of poliœ and others were indeed justified (1982: 2W). Hence, those in

the Canadian law enforcement community who shared this perspective had littfe cause
for optimism on April17.1982, when the Charter came into effect.

In the yean folowing

1082. the area of public policy rnost affected by C h a m

rulings proved to be criminal law and ifs enforcement (Knopff and Morton. 1992: 20;
Russell. i985: 386). Indeed, of the Charteh various categories of rights and freedoms.
legal rights have been the source of more Charter daims than any other ( Manfkdi,
1994:449). The question thus arose as to whether the Charter significantly limited

poliœ effectiveness.

The public sector of Canadian law enforcement indudes nearly 56,000 swom
officers and has annual national expenditures approaching $6 billion (Canadian Centre

for Justice Statistics. 1996: Table 6). Considering its magnitude, as well as the fact
that police officers represent one of, if not the most visible and pervasive extensions of
the state in Canadian society, any influence with the potential to profoundly affect their
operation and relative effectiveness warrants consideration.
One area of particular social and political importance is the issue of d ~ n k
driving. In addition to being the most commonly challengeci offence in eady Charter
cases (Morton, 1987: 37). it represented one of the thme most cammonly laid criminal
charges in Canada (Statistics Canada. February 27, 1996: 9). Ultimately. irnpaired
drive6 have been identifid as Canada's largest single criminal cause of death and

injury. In 1994, 1,886 Canadian driven were fatally injurad in traffic accidents. of the

85 per cent tested, neady one haff s h d the presenœ of almhol in their

bloodstream. In total, 576 of these were legaliy impaired at the time of their accident
and the vast majority of those were found to be a least double the legal Iimit of 80 mg
per cent (Mayhew, Biemess and Simpson. 1996: Table 3-5). This relationship between

driver fatalities and alcohol was not simply correlational. The Wnnipeg Wice Service
has found alcohol to be rtie largest single contributing fada< in fatal traffic accidents

(Traffic Division AnnuaI Report, 1991: 15). Similady, numerous studies established
that specific motor skills required for safe operation of a motor vehicle were notiœably

and adversely affected by even small amounts of alcohol in the bloodstream (Cornier,
1995: 3-7; Council on Scientific Affairs, 1986:522).

Nationally, impaired driver deaths rival the total reported homicides (Hendrick,
1995: Table 2). However, fatal trafic accd
i ents

often involve deaths in addition to the

drivers and such deaths are commonly recorded separately (Eguakun, September 5,
1996: personal communication). Consequently. a single impaired driver fatality may be

directly associated with a number of passenger, pedestrian or other driver fatalities. To
illustrate, of 37 fatally injured drïvers in Manitoba in 1994, over haif showed an alcohol
presence and a third were legally impaired (Mayhew, Biemess and Simpson. 1996:
Table 7-5). In the same year, Manitoba's total alcohol-related deaths from traffic
accidents was 60 (Eguakun, September 5,1996). The govemment of Manitoba has
previously judged drunk driving to &eits 'most serious criminal offence in terrns of
deaths and injuries 'CiOQt,1990: 40). Consequently, even a consenrative estimate of
the total lives fort in Manitoba, as in Canada. through the act of drunk drivîng each year

would be far greater than aiose lost through crhninal homicides.
Fourteen years followhg *tsentrenchment, the Charter continues to foster
debate regarding its impact on law enforcement. Criocs, both academic and criminal

justice professionals, insist that it has significantly restricted police adiviües and
investigaüve techniques to the detriment of the public interest (Rossmo and Saville,
1991: 546; Newark. 1992: 20,21). However, others maintain that the Charter has failed
to live up to its liberalizing expectaüons. Mandel has asserted that the Charter's

popular reputation is %audulent" and that in pmtice, it has 'legiümùed the expansion
of official repressionw(1992: 307). Luthor, in the mid 1980s. suggested that the

Supreme Court of Canada had been very protective of police procedures and had relied
on "creative statutory interpretations" and 'extending the cornmon law" to favour the
actions of the state over the challenges of Charter claimants (198647: 222). Griffiths
and VerdunJones suggested that by the end of the 1980s, it was clear that the Iaw

enforcement comrnunity's concerns regarding an entrenched exclusionary rule had
been 'unjustified" (1989: 94). Perhaps such polarized observations'are to some extent
the result of the commentators atternpting to generalize their views across a very

diverse and dynamic sector and in some cases. beyond.

METHODOLOGY

Combining two areas of public policy notably d

m into the constitutional arena

through the Charter, this paper provides a case study of the enforcernent of impaired

driving crirninal laws prior to and following the entrenchment of the Canadian Charter of
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Rights and Freedoms by the Wnnipeg Police SeMœ (WPS). Such a n a m focus

certainly limits the degree to which the condusions may be generalired; however, the
highly dismtionary and somewhat 'dosed" nature of the police community (Loreto,
1990: 219,220) would hamper a more general and widespread mdePs ability to identify

what may be quite subtle or informal Charter efkts. For this study, fortunately, the
WPS agreed to woperate by providing access to available statistics and personnel.

Three Criminal Code offences were considered: drivinglin Gare or control of a
motor vehicle while impaired (s.253(a)); drivinglin Gare or control of a motor vehicle with

a blood alcohol concentration (BAC) greater that 80 mg per cent (s.253@)); and

faivrefuse to provide a breath or blood sample on demand (9.254). lmpaired driving
causing bodily harm (ss.255(2)) and impaired driving causing death (ss. 255(3)) have
been excluded fmrn this analysis for two reasons. These offences did not exist during

the pre-Charter period, therefore no baseline exists for cornparison and each involves

investigaüve procedures and elements other than those diredly related to impaired
driving. Whib the offenœ of impaired driving can include impairment through

substances other than alcdiol, these numbers uvere insignificant and generally
investigated differently than the traditional alcohoi-impairment (Constable Rod Sudbury,
August 17, 1996: personal communication) and so were excluded. Similarfy, impaired
operationlcare or control of a vessel, aircraft or nilway equipment (also included in S.
253) represented less than one half of a percent of al1 impaired driving charges and

were therefore also excluded (Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics, 1986-1994).
Police investigatiie procedures prior to the Charter will be presented within the
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predominant judicial and ideological climate of the tirne. Specific investigative tools
deemeâ crucial to the detection and apprehension of suspected dnink dmers are

introduced as 'integral elements' and theirvaluejustified. - As the law enforcement
community's objections towards the Charter focusseâ on the potential loss of
investigative abilii, pMharter proceduras will be used as a baseline. For the period

frorn 1983 to 1994, these 'integral elements' are re-examined, to idenafy any Charterinitiated revisions. Notable court nilings are discussed to evaluate their impact on law
enforcement practiœs, as are the increasing social and legislative initiatives aimed at
deterring drunk driving and cornplementing exisüng enforcement procedures. Thus, the
post-Charter social, political and judicial climates are presented as potential factors

affecting police behaviour. The impact of the Charter, both diredy and indirectly, on
investigative procedures available to the WPS when enforcing dwnk driving laws will be
the central concem.

Although generally considered to be a weak indicator of poliœ activity, police
annual charge rates, and wnvidion rates when available, will be introduced. National
rates are also presented to a d as a control for local factors and trends. These statistics
will be only one of the rneasures telied on when considering the WPS's ongoing ability
to successfully investigate and lay charges fordnink driving Onences. In addition, a

number of indicators of the true prevalence of dnrnk driving as well as related legislative
amendments are presented as both have the potential of affécting police activiies and
charging rates.

POLlClNG BEFORE THE CNARER

Priorto and during the pre-Charterperiod of 1 9 ï ï to 1981, Canadian criminaljustice
was operating within what was considerd the %ricontml model' (Maquis, 19911400;
Morton, l987:W; Parker, l987:3Q).

This mode1 emphasized empowering

state

representatïves so that they could e&dively deter, apprehend and prosecute offenders,
often through a very conservative interpretation of individual civil liberües. Such an
environment was conducive to the adoption and continueci use of a number of invesügative
procedures which played integral roles in the effective enforcement of impaired driving
criminal offenses.
By 1960, Canadian courts already had a long standing tradition of allowing illegaliy,
or 'irregularly' obtained evidence in the prosecution of those accused of criminal activity,

including drunk driving.

While introduced to Canadians as a safeguard of individual

liberties, the 1960 Billof RiQhts had l i e impact on this predominant judicial cutture (Brent,
1984: 12; Ball, 1974-76: lez), even though an increased role fw judicial review seemed to

have some support in the IegaCintellectual and political communities (Mandel. 1Q89:14).
Contributhg to the Bill's impotence was L nature as a nonietroadive, federal

statute (Mclntosh,lQ71-7230). As such, its applicability was limited to Mure state
activities only in sectors within federal jurisdiction and it was vulnerable to changes by

subsequent Pariiaments. By this legislative action, the Diefenbaker govemment sent a
clear message to the judiciary that the Billwas not intended to re-shape a society with a
considerable conservative tradition into one with an Arnerican liberal inclination.
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Accordingly, most court judgements underminad, or at least limiteâ the role played by the

Bill's in Canadian society (Ball, 1Q?4-78:14Q).
An earîy impaired driving ruling by Manitoba's Court of Appeal in R. v. Ballegeer
(1969), briefiy indicated a willingness on the part of the judiciary to use the Bill of Rights
in a liberalizing fashion. In this case, it was the Bill of Whfs' protection of accass to legal

counsel (s2(c)(ii) which fomed the basis of the appeal and ulamateiy led to a new trial.
However, the overall judicial trend continuad to allow evidence based more on its
relevance ta the offence than the process through which it was obtairted (Brent. 1084:12).
The landmark Supreme Court decision in R.

V.

Wmy (7970) dramatically rdected this

climate, as the rnurdar suspect, having k e n ghren sodium pentothal, led police b a knife

which was later used successfully as evidence against him by the prosecution.
Subsequent Supreme Court impaired driving decisions such as CUK v. R. (1972) and

Hogan v. R. (1974) further reflectd this cornmitment to judicial consenratisrn.
The most efkctive way for the courts to regulate or discourage specific police
practices was by niling that the evidenœ colkcted through such procedures was

inadmissible, and therefore useless to the prosecution of a criminal offence. In this
manner, courts did provide police with some direction in t e m of procedural guidelines.
For example, in R. v. Penner (1973), the Manitoba Court of Appeal revend a conviction

and ruled that an accused exedsing his right to legal counsel had the right to speak with
his legal counsel in private. Subsequently, police were made aware by the Manitoba

Attorney GeneraPs ûepaitmentthat a mureto meet this judicial guideline could jeporadue

a conviction. In this way, the courts did establish dearer boundarks for police behaviour.
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However. there wete no decisions which had a significant impact on the abiîii of police
officers to deter, apprehend and gather evidence against impaired drivers. Across

Canada, only 15 per cent of al1 Bill of Whtschallenges to state poiicies proved successful

(Knopff and Morton. 1992:19).
.
.
Consequentiy, its role in the judicial review and revision of
law enforcement procedures was minimal.

This climate was also reflected in the behaviour of suspects upon apprehension.
According to Constable R d Sudbury, Coordinator-Alcohol Countermeasures for the
Winnipeg Police Service, dmers acaised of impaired driving during this period exetcised
their rïght to cwnsel to a much lesser degree then at present Wdhout question. this
served to facilitate the processing of criminal charges at the police level (personal

communication, August 17, 1996).

Even though the Bill of Rights appeared to empower individuals wïth the statutory
means by which ta challenge police actions and Criminal Code provisions. overall there
was no indication that it. or conœm for judicial activism played any significant role in the
planning and implementation of police procedures at this time.

One of the most comrnonly applied measures of true prevalence of dnink driving

has been the proportionof fatally injured drivers testing positive for alcohol. In the period
from 1977 to 1981, wel over one half of fatally injured drivers testad in Canada, based on
a seven province survey, showed an alcohol presenœ in their blood. Of these drivers,
nearly one haH (48 per cent) had a Blood Akohol Concentration (BAC) over the legal fimit

of 80 mg pet cent (Mayhew, Brown and Simpson, 199433). Over the same five years, this
survey showed a steady increase in the total number of driver fatalities, both alcohol
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positive and alcohol-fiee (Beimess, et al, lgM:2O). In Winnipeg, however, this upward
trend was not followed, with annual trafk f a t a ï i remaining telatively constant (Whnipeg
Police DepartmentAnnual Reports l9ïï-lQ8l).
The presence of alcohol in such a high pereentage of tranic fatalities serveci to

establish this issue as one of significant social importance, Police interest was apparent
through the increases in the number of charges laM annualiy over this five year period,
both in Winnipeg and nationally nable 1 and Table 2). Such a pattern in charge rates,

however, did not necessarily indicate an increase in the actual rate of offenses (Beirness
et al., 1993:16; Evans and Hirnelfarb, 198751). It could have refieded an increasing
l

tendency by police either to apprehend offenders, or proceed by way of charging as
1

opposed to issuing wamings, or both.

The 'integral elements' represented spealic police poweis and Cnminal Code

provisions which facilitated the apprehension of Rnpaired drivers. Each of these three
elements played a crucial rok, and the l o s of any would have considerabiyweakened the
police's ability to deal with the impaired driving problem. As suspects could not be
compelled to provide a blocxi sampk (then Cnminal Code s.237(2)), this procedure was
used infiuently, and wifl not be ~~nsiûersd
as an integral element during this period.

Mandatory breath tests (Approved Screening Deviœ and breathalyser) served as
objective measures in the initial detedion and investigation, respectively, of suspeded

'

TABLE 1
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Persans charged and convided with impaired driving offences in Wnnipeg (1977-1994)

Nurnber of
persons
charged and
convicted

Series 1
Series 2
Series 3
Series 4

Persons charged with impaired drivïng or BAC greater than 80 mg per cent
Penons charged with fail or refuse to provide a breathlblood sample
Convictions for impaireâ drivïng or BAC greater than 80 mg par cent
Convictions for fail or refuse to provide a breathlblood sample

TABLE 2
Persons charged with impaired driving ofknces in Canada (19774994)
(Caiender years)

Number of
persons
charged

Persons chargad wWi impaired driving or BAC greater than 80 mg per œnt
Persons chaged with fail or refuse to provide a breathlblood sample
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impaired drivers. The ability to conduct random spot-checks recognized the reality that

most often, impaired dnving was an 'invisible, vktirnkss' aime. Such spotchecks served
a deterrent function, as well as faclitated the initial apprehension of possible offinders,

especially the moderately impairsd, who may not necessarily have manifested any
apparent signs of impairment, such as weaving or missing a traffic signal. Finally, the
'reverse onus' element of ss.237(1) increasedthe likeühood of successful prosecutions by
relieving the state of the burden of establishing an intent to drive on the part of the
accused.

MANDATORY B W TH SAMPIES

fhrough Criminal W e amendments in December 1969. police officers were given
the authority to demand a breath sample fiom driven who they had "reasonable and

probable grounds" to believe had a Blood Akohol Concentration (BAC) in excess of the
newy cociifkd legal liml of 80 mg per cent (S. 238). Refusal by a suspect to comply was

to be deait with t h m gh the charge of 'refusing to provide a breathalyser sarnple' (9.238).

The addition of the 80 mg per cent charge did not predude a suspect also being charged
with the previouslyexisting omnœ of 'impaired driving' (s.231). although a conviction could
be entered on only one of the

two charges. as they both related to the same act

(Kenapple v. R. [1975D.The previousiy existing 'impaireci driving' charge relied on police

observation and testimony to secure a conviction. However, such evidence, being

subjective. was more vulnerable to a court chalknge than the objective masure of a
driver's BAC.
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Coinciding with the addition of both the breathalyser as an investigative tool and the
80 mg per cent offence. was a 59.3 per cent increase in the number of Canadian drivers

charged wiai impaired driving or BAC ovet 80 mg per cent from 1969 to 1970. This did

not include those drivers charged with refusing to provide a breath sample. The courts
also found that the 80 mg per œnt charges muld be processed more quickly than other
drunk driving charges. (Canada Safety Council. 1973:Appendk A). This increase may
have reflected an increase in police attention to impaired drivers, a possible consequenœ

of the new CMinal Code provisions or poliücal encouragement to utilize them. Such an

effect could have operated in the fwm of individual offNer discretion or at the Divisional or

Departmental level, in t e m of assigned resources and prionties (Grant, 1Q83:6S).
The 1969 Criminel Code amendments enjoyed popular support. The Canadian Bar

Association and the Canadian Medical Assoca
io
tin
test (Bali. 1974-76:147).

in particular were in favour of the BAC

The Canada Safety Council also supported it, while

recommending even tougher enforcement measures in its 1973 position paper, including
the use of 'roadside screening' to deter and identify offenders (Canada Safety Council,

1973:Appendix B).
One weakness in the breathalyser procedure was the requirement that there be
'reasonable and probable grounds' for an ofticer to demand a breath sample. Relying
solely on the apprehending officer's subjective perception resuited in "mostly intoxicated
persons being apprehended, and not the impaired driver," as the average BAC of detected
drinking drivers (through traditional police observations) was behmesn 160 and 170 mg per
cent, double

the legal liml (Forendc Laboratory Services-RCMP, 1987:2). OfHceis'
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difficulty in idenwng marginally impaited drivers in excess of the 80 mg percent limit, has

been documented in further studies (Lucas, l9QO:25-l;Dunbar, lQQO:2ï).
To overcome the difficulty of identirying impaired drivers in the absence of visibk

signs, roadside screening was introduced into the Cn'minal Code in 1076.This provision

empowered a police ofîicer to demand that a driver provide a breath sample for an
Approved Screening Device (ASD) ifthe officer reasonabiy suspected the presence of
alcohol. As these ASûs were smal and straight-forward to operate, they could be carried
in police cruisers and be immediately available. The Winnipeg Police Service quickly

adopted this new t a a i , and held L first officer training later the same yeai. Unlike the
breathaiyser, which provided resuits as a percentage BAC. ASD's were calibrated so that

-

-

a BAC of O 49 mg pet cent would register a 'pass,' 50 99 mg pet cent a barn' and 100
mg per cent or greater, a 'fail'. Even though the legal lima was 80 mg per cent, the 'fail'

was calibrated at 100 mg per cent to allow for the ASOk rnargin of euor. Resufts could

objectively serve as reasonable and probable grounds for a subsequent, and more
accurate breathaiyserdemand. Only the resufts of the breathaiyser could be used in court
as evidence of the oftence. Of course, in the presence of observable reasonable and
probable grounds, such as slurred s m , odour of alcohol and blood-shot eyes, an offiœr

could proceed directly to a breathaîyser demand, without using the ASD.

Wording in the Cn'minel Code such as 'reasonabiy suspects' reflected the nature of
the Canadian criminal justice system. It allowed police officers more individual discretion

than any of the other state representatives involveâ in criminaljustice (Ericson, l882:25;
Griffiths and VerdunJones, 198994). Onicer discretion. while difficult to rnonitor, was
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crucial to the maintenance of public confidence. For example, m i l e en route to a life
threatening situation, an ofFicer couM choose to ignore a speeding motorist who under
different circumstances might have been apprehended. This type of judgement was
cornmonplace in the field of law enforcement In times of limited resources, the fteedom
to priorke and respond to demands sekcovely was a neœssity. There was the perception
that this discretion was an important aspect of the criminal justice system, and that the
decision for example, to give a waming as opposed to laying a charge could " best

advance the ends of justice in some circumstance" (Ouimet, 1969:45-46).
The police culture and its expectations also played a role in the exercise of such
discretion. According to the Coordinator-AlcoholCountemeasures for the Winnipeg Police
Seivice, during the late 1970's, the predominant standard for a charged dnink driver was

"falling down (dnink)." An officer arresting a dmer who was merely 'impaired' could expect
to be met by the bewildement of his CO-workers,who felt that his or her time could be

better spent otherwise (Sudbury, personal communication, August 17, 1996).
At this time, such discretion was for the most part, unchecked by judicial review
(GrifMs and Verdun-Jones, 1989:Ql). The lack of public or political efforts to limit or

regulate it reflected the cornfort that Canadian society kit with this balance between
individual liberties and social order. Generally. the Canadian courts were very lenient
when dealing wîth the mandatory AS0 and breathalyser provisions. M i l e obtaining an
breath sample cîeady necessitatedthe brief presenœ and cooperation of the suspect, the

Supreme Court of Canada wled that at such s time, the driver was not legally "detained,"
and therefore was not entitled to exercise the rigM to legal counsel ( C m v. R. (1972);
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Hogan v. R (f974); Chmrniak v. The Queen (1979)). In fad, bath boh
te 1969 and the 1976
Cnminal Code amendments codifying mandatory breath samples could have been

construed to cantradict the long-standing principlethat individuals should have protection
against self-incrimination, which had a basis in both common law and the Bill of Rmts

(s.2(d)). However, the courts established early on that 'se6incrimination' applied only to
written and spoken statements (Mclntosh, 1971-72:23).
During the period from 1977 to 1g8i , the only breathalysers available to the
Winnipeg Police were located in the District Stations. Consequently, a breathalyser
demand necessitatecitransporthg the suspect to the Station. When making a breathalyser
demand, the police offker had to have already formed 'reasonable and probable grounds'
for believing that an offence had been or would be committed. However, it was not
required for police to infom suspects of their right to legal counsel or allow them to

exercise this right prior to givhg a breath sample. In addition, exercising the right to legal
counsel in no way negated the obligation on the part of the suspect to provide the

mandatory breath sample, and the charge of 'refusing to provide a breathalyser sarnple'
reinforced this point.

Because of its value in idenafying irnpaired drive= within a BAC range not easily
detected, even by experienced officers,the mandatory breath sample for ASDs was

considered an integral eiement in making mice procedures more effective. The relative
objectivity of the breathalyser results which could serve as evidence on a 'BAC greatec

than 80 mg per cent3chage as compared to the more subjective officer observations
leading to an 'impaired driving' charge established the breathaiyser as a crucial tool in the

-

enforcement of impaireci driving offénses.

The offenses of 'impaireci driving' and 0AC greater than 80 mg per cent', especially

in the cases of those only marginaliy impaired. were often undetectabk through traditional

observation of such behaviours as car weaving, missecf stop signs and erratic driving. It
was well established, however. that long before these obvious symptoms, the driver's

motor skills were adverseiy affecteci. Conseqwntiy, for police to w a l until a driver's ability
was visibly affected before attempting an apprehension woold have presented an

increased risk to both the officer and the public.

Winnipeg Police authority to stop vehicles in the pre-Charter period had two
sources. The first lay in the provincial Hfghway Trafic Act which stated that driven could
be cornpelleci to stop by a readily identifiable police ofker. Secandiy, the courts supported
the assertion that there existecl "cornmon law authority"for random spot-checks as part of

a general enforcement program. The Supreme Court upheld such programs in Dedman
W.

R. (19851.
To deter drivem from drinking. there had to be the perception that there was a

strong probabilii of k i n g detected. A study by W~lsonin 1984 reported that respondents
believed the chances of an impaired driver k i n g stopped by the police were between 1

in 100 and 1in 1 0 0 (cited in Simpson, et al., q988:31). . Random spot-checks contributecl
to the much needed detenent value of the enforcement programs, by targeting the

'invisible' offenders, who could have ~ t h e ~ sconsidered
e
themselves relatively
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undetectable. In addition. random stopping programs raised public awareness through
various high profile advertising programs (Yost, 1WO:39).

One of the most fundamental elements of the justice system has been the

presumption of innocence.

It was this premise whidi placed the responsibility for

establishing an accused's criminal intent and guilt clearly upan the prosecution, and was
specifically recognized in the 1960 Billof Rights (S. 2(f)). However. both the offenses of

'impaired driving' and 'BAC greater than 80 mg per cent' contained within them a 'revecse
onus' whereby it was the responsibility of the acaised to establish by a 'balance of

probabilities' that he never had the intent to operate the rnotor vehicle in question while
irnpaired. In the absence of such a defence. the assumption existed that if the accused

.

had the ability to operate a rnotor vehicle demonstrated for example by the possession

of ignition keys and proximity to the vehicle. then the intent was present (R. v. Appleby
(1972)).

The codification and enforcement of this provision were a testament to the

general conservatism of both Parliament and the judiciary.
Prior to the Charter, the courts supported this reverse onus. ln 1963, it was ~ l e d
(and followed) by the Alberta Supreme Court that an irnpaireddriver who pulled his car off
the road to 'sleep it off wuld subsequently be convicted of irnpaired driving once

impairment was established. Even though he had not bean dming at the time of
apprehension, he continueci to be in "tare or control" of the vehitk (R. v. Sample). Ckarly,
the 'reverse onus', while somewhat of a Canadian legal oddity. operated in favour of law
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enforcement It drastically increased police opportuniaes m i n which to apprehend

offenders. By these means, it played an integral role in the devekpment of effective
enforcement policies.

The combination of codified and traditional discretionary powers and a lack of
aggressive judicial review created an environment within which police agencies wuld
develop procedures based more on results that out of concem for judicial scrutiny.
Notwithstanding this conservative judicial dimate, a 1982 study of Canadian police found
that many offices held a poor view of the courts and theit ability to dispense justice

(Vincent, 1982: 118). Winnipeg's annually increasing charge rates over this period
contributeci to the popular perception tha the prevalenœ of dnink dnving was on the rise,

despite police efforts and that drunk drivers needed to be dealt with more stemly.

THE IMPACT OF THE CHARTER ON POLICE PROCEDURES

Through its constihnionalentrenchment, applicabiîiito both levels of government,
and supremacy over confliding statutes. the Chartets drafters sent a degr messageto the
judiciary as well as the Canadian people mat it was to play a more prominent role than that
of its predecessor, the Canadian BiN of R;nghts. The kgal provisions of the Charter and the
Bill of Rights were similar (Carson, 1988: 6), but the Charter was applied much more

extensively by the courts.
While both similar in content. Chief Justice Brian Dickson noted that in a number
of decisions, the Supreme Court had considered it appropriate "to reassess the meaning

of words bonowed in the Charter fmm the Canadian Bill of REghts'' (cited in McDonald,
1989:49). One landmaik case, Rev. fhemns, dealt specifically with impaired dnving and

the definition of 'detention,' and will be discussed later as it related to one of the 'integral

elements' of enforcement-

Two exceptions to this similarity in content were relevant to this thesis. First, only
the Chafier contained a guarantee of protection from 'unreasonabie search and seirure'
(9.8). Secondly. the Charter's section 24 empowered the courts with a mandate to enforœ

the Charter. and in parücular, ss.24(2) allowed fw the exdusion of evidence. the admission
of which would be deemed to 'bring the administration of justice into disrepute.' The legal

-

issue of admissibili of evidence was, and continues to be "one of the most important if

-

not the most important to be lies0Ived" (Gall. 1982:Ql). Supporting this assertion, of the
first one hundred Supreme Court of Canada Charter decisions, seventy four involved
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"Legal Rights," and of these cases, over one third spedically argued ss.(24(2)) (Morton,
Russell and Waey, 1991: Table 6).
In addition b the 5.33 hotwithstandingUclause. -on

1 of the Charter placed

further 'reasonable limits" on all of the rights contained therein. H i l e the Billof Rights
had no such written 'limitation dause.' in practœ the courts "did not interpret the

guarantees of the Canadian Bill of R@h&S.as
...absoluten(Carson, 1988: 4). Consequently,
both documents were applied recognizing the need for balance between social and
individual rights and responsibilities.
The enactment of the Charter, a number of political scientists and crirninologists
asserted, would carry Canada h m a model of %rimecontrol' towards one emphasizing

'due process' (Manfredi, 1993: 104; Morton. Russell and Withey, 1991: 11; Griffiths and
VerdunJones, 1989: 93). Such a model would emphasize procedural propriety and
consistency with the Constitution, and as such could make law enforcement more difficult
by subjecting police procedures and staMory provisions to intensifiecijudicial scnitiny and

incteasingly detailed guidlines.

The Charter had the potentialto a d as a cataiyst, encouraging such an ideological
shift, however, it was also a product and refledion of an ongoing change in Canadian

society, that was championed by the federal govemment under Prime Minister Trudeau.
The degree to which respondertts appreciatedthe kgal implications andlor role played by

an entrenched Charter was undear, however, surveys at the dose of the pre-Charter
period clearly reflecteci strong public support for such a Charter (The Montreal Gazette,

August 6, 1980: 42; The Toronto Star, January 8, le81: A2).

Not surprisingly, the
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Canadian Bar Assoca
io
tin

was also on record as fawuring an 'entrenched Bill of RigMs"

(Cornmittee on the Constihition, Canadian Bar Association, 1978: 13). This popular and

professional support for a constitutional 'Bills of Rights' was not exclusive to Canada, but
rather appearad to be part of an international movement towards such enactrnents
(Cornmittee on the Constitution, Canadian Bar Association, 1978: 14-15).
As if confirming the law enforcement community's fears, the early post-Charter
period saw a levef of judicial adivism unprecedented in Canadian history. Over the first

two years of ruling on Charter cases, the Supreme Court upheld two-thirds of the daims
of rights violations which it heard (Russell, 1992: 781). This pend has been refemd to
as the Court's "honeymoon" with the Charter (Morton. Russell and Withey, 1991:5), and

compared to previous claimants' success rate of approximately one in seven using the
1960 Bill of Rights, the new Charter certainly appeared to herald a new, more prominent

policy-making and review role for the judiciary (Knopff and Morton, 1992: 19).
Canadian judicial tradition, however, was not to be denied, and al1 'honeymoons'
must sometime end. Follhng iLs Crst two years, the Charter cbimants' success rate with

the Supreme Court ddined steadily. Of the first 121 Charter ciaims heard by the Court,

the claimant was successful in only 31.4 percent ovetaIl (Heard, 1991:297). Sinœ 1987,
claimant success rates have rested between 26 and 30 percent (Russell, 1992: 781). In
1992, former Supreme Court Justice Bertha Wilson lamentecl this shift to the right, and

expressed concem that it had become "more Iikely that govemment objectives will take
precedence over individual rights" (cited in Cox, 1992: A5).

M i l e the Charter claimants' continued success rate of approximateîy 30 per cent

was Nice that of the Bill of Rghfs, the volume of cases must also be recognired when
considerhg the extent of the Chartefs impact on public pdicy. Through its twenty-two year
history up to 1982, the Bill of Mghts was used bebre the Supreme Court only thirtyeight
times (Morton, Russell and Wthey, 1991: 5). In contrast, the Supreme Court heard more
than three times this number of Charter cases in the Charter's fimt seven years (Heard,
1991: 297).

When considering the impact of the Charter on the enforcement of criminal law,

distinction must be made between its perceivecl impact and identifiable, policy effects.
A common perspectiveh m law enforcers and prosecutorswas thatthe Charter had made

executing their duties much more difficult (cited in Sinclair, Jr.. October 8, 1994: A14;
Claridge, September 16, 1994, Al, AS; Newark, June 15. 1992: 28). The RCMP's

Assistant Commissioner, in particular, asserted that Yhis legislation has had more impact
on policing during the past ten years than al1 other events over the past one hundred
years" (cited in Binder, August 24,1994: A3). Lamenting their inability to wam a Manitoba

community of a local pedophile prior to the murder of a young girl, RCMP in The Pas
expressed their frustration with the Charter's apparent emphasis on individual rights over
the safety of the community, dedaring that "ouf hands are tied by the Charter of Rights'

privacy of the individual provisions" (cited in Sinclair Jr., October 8, 1994: A14). It is
notable, however, that not al1 police were unhappy with the Charter and its influence on
policing. Some felt that it would encourage uprofi;essionalism" (cited in Moore, 1992: 571).

In a survey of 325 RCMP onicers whose postings ranged from large municipalities
to isolated comrnunities, respondents were asked to identify the situations andlor factors
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which caused them the most stress in theirjobs. Even when compared to kfado such as
"potentialfor personal injury and death,' 'perœived inadequadss of the court system" was
the rnost ftequently report& source of workielated stress (Logan, 1995:4).

The judicial dimination or restriction of a number of traditional police investigative
toolslprocedures ruled to be incompatible with the Charter evidently contributed to the
perceptionthat the Charter inhibiteci law enhrcement a c t i v ' i (Rossmo and Saville, 1991:
546; Binder, August 24,1994: A3). One lost investigaiw Yool' was a procedure referred

to as a 'cell shot.' In R. v. Heberl, the Supreme Court ruled that an undercowr police
officer, posing as an arrested suspect could not collect evidence in the form of spoken

staternents from a genuine suspect sharing the same cell (cited in Moller, 1991: 4). A
second invalidated procedure related to 'bugging,' or the electronic interception of
information andlor communications. Prior to the Charter, police could monitor and record

conversations without a warrant, as long as one of the parties involved consented. In R.
v. Duarte (1990), the Supreme Court set the standard that regardless of one party's

consent, such intrusions required judicial authorkation in the f o m of a warrant. This
decision was later relied upon by the Supreme Court to liml police use of 'bodypack'
microphones in R. v. Wiggjns( d e d in Mollet, 19Ql:18 49). In these notable cases, then
Alberta Crown Attorney Scott Newark expressed concern that "previously approved (by
the judiciary) police investigative techniques were invalidated by the Supreme Court of

Canada and the tmth suppressed from evidenœ resulang in acquittais" (Newark, June 15.
1992: 21).

As police and prosecutors stniggled to adapt to the new judicial guidelines and
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expectations, fisûation grew from lest cases. In a later WCretap'case, a senior Ontario
Crown attorney had aucial evidence mled inadmissible due to a pdke e m r when applying
for the warrant. After two of thne alleged members of a murder conspiracy wslked free,
he exclaimed, 'iYs really becoming the Charter of criminals'

rights and fieedomsw(cited in

Claridge, September 16, 1994: Al).

The Charter played an integral roie in the striking down of the 'reverse onus' ekrnent
of the N a W c ConW Act in 1986. Under this 'reverse onus,' it was the responsibility of

a suspect found in possession of significant amounts of illegal narcotics to establish that
he did not intend to distribute the drugs. An accused who failed to prove this could be

convicted of the more serious 'possession for the purposes of traffickingn offence, as
opposed to being found guilty of the fesser offence, 'possessionn of a namtic. In The

Queen v. Oakes, the Supreme Court decided that this 'reverse onus' contravend section
1l(d) of the Charter, which guaranteed the presumption of innocence. From a law

enforcement perspective. the loss of the 'reverse onus' ekment of this Act would make the
investigation and subsequent prosecution of trafficking offenses more complicated and
time-consuming, as specif~ccriminal intent would have to be established. This case is of
particular significanœ to this thesis, as the 'reverse onus' element of impaired driving
Criminal Code provisions has been identifid as an integral element in the effective

enforcernent of those provisions.

-

An extensive Justice Department Canada study found that a relaüvely small
number of 'high-profile' Charter cases have played a large role in shaping Canadians'

perceptions of crime and how the criminal justice systern is operathg (Mitchell, December
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3,1994: A1JU).The Canadian Centre for Justice Stab'stiihas reported sirnilar findings
(Gartner and Doob, 1994: 14). One such case was R

IL

Askov, where in 1990, the

Supreme Court of Canada sbyed charges against the accused because of what it found
to be an unreasonable dehy in his being brought to trial, which constituteâ a violation of
section 11(b) of the Charter. The ramifidons of this decision were staggering. In Ontario

alone, over the following twelve months, "approximately 50,000 criminal charges.. ..had
been withdrawn by the Crown or stayed by the courts because of unreasonable debys"

as defined by the Askov decision (Jubinviile, 1991:ll).
W ~ i the
n 50,000 charges dropped in Ontario were hundreds of offenses of sexual
assault. assault causing bodily hann and other serious, personal offenses. Even though
other provinces' courts did not react as quiMy or on such a grand sale in applying the

Supreme Court ruling, thousands of cases across Canada were affecteci by this Supreme
Court decision. Scott Newark. representing the Canadian Police Association, estimated
that over 100, 000 criminal cases were 'dropped' across Canada as a direct result

(Newark, 1993-94: 64). The Askov nrling, and the radical eflect it had on the administration

of criminal justice in Canada, was as B.C. Supreme Court Justice Stuart Legatt noted, " a
public relations disaster for the bench" (cited in Jubinville, 1991: 12). The seerningly
arbitrary manner with which such large numben of horrendous offences were 'dismissed'

shook both police and public confidence in the courts' abili to detennine guilt and punish
offenders (Pilon, 1992: 5). Exacerbating the situation was Supreme Court of Canada
Justice Cory's comment that the Supreme Court was shocked by the lower courts' rigid
interpretations of the Askov ruling (quoted in Bindman, 1991:A$). In 1992, the Supreme
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Court of Canada unequivocally relaxed the time limitations of the Askov niling with
decisions handed d m in R.

Morin and R. K S h a m (CM
in %upreme Court relaxes

üme requirements of Askov,' 1992: 21). M i l e the new allowances fior trial scheduling

were encouraging. this process appeared to validate the eariier concem of the Canadian
Association of C

m Counsels that an entrenched Charter woukl produœ uncertainîy in

jurisprudence (Special Joint Cornmittee of the Senate and of the House of Commons on
the Constitution in 1881 minutes of proceeûings, 1981: 14~20).

Few decisions by the Supreme Court have been met with such public outrage as
the 1994 ruling of R V. DaviauH. In ordering a new trial. the Court accepted a defence of

extreme intoxication fkom the accused who was found to have sexually assaulted a
disabled seventy-su year old woman. M i l e some legal scholars insisted that the use of
this defence would be limiteâ (Priegert, l994:M). the ruling raised daubt as to whether
the Supreme Court had lost touch with community standards. Soon after this ruling, then

Justice Minister Allan Rock began drafting an amndment to the Criminal Code to disallow
drunkenness as a defence for such 'general intent' offences. (Rock eyes law to cuftail
dnink defence," February 21, 1995: A2)
The popular impact of such rulings was cfear. Over threequarters of Canadians
surveyed by Statistics Canada believed that the courts did an 'average to good' job of

proteaing the rights of an accused. However, b s than half felt that the courts did at least

an 'average to good' job of providing justice quickly or heiping the victim (Kong,
i994:Table 7).
The media play an important rote in shaping Canadians' views of events, the
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majority of which they cannot easily observe first-hand. For most Canadians. perceptions

of judicial rulings are influenœd by reviews of these decisions identified as newsworthy and

described through one or more of the various media outlets. Police officers, while more
directly involveci than most. are not immune to this influence (Moore, 1992: 573).
Unfoitunatety. the decision to give coverage to a Charter case is often made more for its
drama and emotional elements than for inherently ducational value (Morton end Knopff.
1991:75). Consequently, the choices made by rnernbers of the media as to which judicial

decisions are presented, and how they are interpreted. can detemine. at least to some
extent, our understanding of the aiminal justice system, and elements therein. such as the
Charter (Greene, 1989: 227; Morton, 1992: 645). Newspaper headings such as " Freeing

rapist a 'good' thing, lawyer says," (October 3. 1994: A3). "Flip flop landmark decision"
(1992: 26) and "Armed with Charter, panhandlers tadde 'medieval' bylaw" (Martin, May 3,

1992: 814) do little to encourage popular support for the role of the Charter in public safety,

or to challenge any cynical views that police may have regarding the the ctiminal justice

system (Vincent. 1987: 118).
It was within this environment that federal politicians sought out the balance

between indMdual libertks and public s a f i . In 1985. the Cnminal Code was amended
to add two new offences: Impairad Driving Causing Death (ss. 255(3)) and lmpaired

Driving Causing Bodily Ham (ss. 2255(2)). The definiüon of impaired driving was

broadenedto include 'vehicles' other than automobiles and sentences were strengthened.
The minimumfine for a conviction of împaired driving or having a BAC over 80 mg percent

was increasedh m $50 to $300 (ss.255(1)), accompanied by a mandatory prohibition from
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driving for three months (ss.259(1)). Finally, police officers were given the authority to

demand a blood sample from suspected diunk diivers

(ss. 254(3)(b)), under specific

circumstanccs, as had been recommended by the Law Refom Commission (1983: 19).
Repeat offenders wefe subjed to mandatory imprisonment (ss.255(1)) and progressively
increasing ternis of license suspension (ss.259(1)).

Following the proclamation. the

Deparbnent of Justice produced and distributecl a pamphlet describing the new sanctions
and the prevaknce of drunk driving in Canada (Appendk 1). This senred both an
educational and detenent function.
One of the earliest Supreme Court twlings relating to the blood dernand was the

Queen v. Dyment (1988). This niling helped to refine investigative procedures relating to
the colledion of suspects' blood by hospital staff. Subsequent nilings continued to fine-

tune these procedures while causing little disruption to the enforcement of this provision.
For example, the Supreme Court's decision in R. v. Green (1992) stipulateci that police

officersvdemands for such a sample must be accompanied by the medical assurances in
s.254(4) of the Criminal

m.The dismissal of impaired driving charges by the Supreme

Court in R v. Dersch (1993) reminded police to follow proper protocol when requesting
physician's reports on suspgded dnink drïvers. In this case, a physician's report, which
included the injured driver's BAC, was acquired from the hospital without the required
warrant and in the absence of clear urgency, which may in some circumstances make a
warrant impractical. As well, the driver had been assured by hospital staff that the test
results would only be used for medical purposes (cited in Arcaro, Febniary, 1994: 33).
The Court, however, retained the prerogative to allow even illegally seized blood
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samples under certain circumstances, as was the case in R.

W.

Colarwrso (1994).

A

coroner, investigating the trafic accident that todc the life of twenty-two year old Carol
Connor, took a sample of Mr. Colatllssb's blood which he had giwn for medical purposes
while hospitalited. The coroner th«i passed on this sampk to police where upon anaiysis
it showed a b l d alcohol levd twke the iegal lm& Mile cauüoning police not to rely on

such methods as a matter of course, the Supreme Court allowed the evidence, noting the

"appalling circumstances" of the crime as a factor in their ruling (cited in Cox, 1994: A5).
Clearly, the presenœ of the Charter had not prevented the codikation and implementation
of increasingly intrusive techniques, such as a mandatory blood testing. Nor had it

prevented the Court from exercising considerable disaetion in its application. At a casual

glance, these N o rulings may seem to represent an apparent lack of consistency in
jurisprudence, however. the details and circumstances did difkr signmcantiy. Cornparisons

like this one, which may not be detailed in the media. rnay contribute to the public's and
law enforcement comnunity's frustration and confusion with Charter decisions.
The 1985 Criminal Code amendments were the product of both the growing public
concem and a toughening govemment position against dnink dnving. However, such
legislatiie responses can produce signficant indirect effacts, which may not necessarily
be consistent with the intent of the drafters. In this case, the increased sanctions
precipitated an increase nationally in both 'not guilty' pleas entered h m those charged
with impaired driving as well as the use of legal representation (Moyer, cited in Beirness,

Simpson and Mayhew, 1993: 90). For many of the drivem. the increased fine and three
month license suspension made a legal defenœ a worthwhik effort. A similar response
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to increased penaloes was obsenred in the United States in the early 1980's (Beach, April

26, 1982: 60).
Possiblyalso contributhg to the increased exercising of iegal rigMs was the g-ng

social discourse sumninding the Charter and legal rights (Abrarnovitch, Peterson-Badali
and Rohan, 1995: 12). The considerable media coverage of Charter cases apparently

contributed to a rise in Canadians' level of 'rights consciousness" (Greene, 1980: 210).
Its potential as such an Ynstrument of social engineeringwhas been recognized in other

areas of public policy as well (Cairns, 1992: 615). One wnsequence of this increased

familiarity with individual legal rights and the growing Charterjurisprudence was a dramatic
rise in the use of provincial legal aid senrices (Morton, 1992: 637). Political scient# lan
Greene interviewed a criminal lawyer who offered another perspective of the Charter,

-

seeing it as a 'gold mine the mainstay of my business' (Greene, 1989: 221).

The consequences of this change in the behaviour of accused penons were
immediately noticeable. As an increasing number of charges went to trial, and judicial
scniany becarne more common, police mre forced to spend more tirne on the procedural

details of each charge. The increasingiydetaiied process and growing frsquency of those
charged choosing to exercise then nght to munsel sewed to 'drag out" the officers' role.
The average time taken by a police o&er to process an impaired driver increased from

the pre-Charter standard of haif an hour, to where in 1996 it took approm'matelyWo hou=

(Sudbury, personal communication, August 17, 1986). Secondly, the increase in hot
guilty' pleas and use of legal counsel contributed to a ansiderable backlog in the

provincial courts. This backlog was exacerbatecl, in Winnipeg for example. by the
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increasing enforcement and laying of dmnk driving charges during the mid to late 1980's.
The delay for a trial date in Winnipeg grew to eiQMmonths. aiter which the a-ng

o W

had to be prepared to appear and ofbr W*mony (Carol Abbot, personal communication,

June 14. 1996). As Manitoba C

m Attorney Don Slough observed in 1987, many

charged drivens used th& 'not guifty' pleas as a tacli to delay losing their licence through
the courtordered suspension. Most then changed their pleas to 'guilty' at the first court

appearanœ (cited in D m 8September 6. 1987: 1). This increasingly drawn out process
contributed to police fnistmtion with the cwrt procsss (Sudbury, personal communication,
August 17, 1996).
A considerable step forward was taken with the formation of a specialïzeâ 'impaired

driving" courboom in Wnnipeg in 1989. Consequently, by 1996, the backlog was reduced
to where a court date wuld be set within approximately six to eigM weeks of the offence.

However, the delay period could Vary considerably. as cases were often shuffled across
al1 court rooms in response to baddogs in other areas of crime (Abbot, persona1

wrnmunication. June 14. 1996). For example, as Manitoba's zero-toleranœ charging
policy on domestic violence produceci a usIryrod<eüngw
caseload for the courts (Bray, Apd

18,1996: A12). some of these cases would then be heard in courtrooms in addition to the
usual Family Violence Court, including the room nonnally resenred for impaired driving
charges.

As the 'gat&eepersS of the criminal justice system. how police exercised their

considerable discretion had serious implicationsfor the system's overall operation. In this
case. officer fistration wiai an increasingly time-cchsuming and litigious pmcess

contributeci to a response reminisœnt of the traditional 'crime contrd' mode1of polichg.

Two Canadian studies conducted for intemal govemment use, one by S. Moyer
(1992) and another by Beimess, Simpson and Mayhew (1992), found that police were

bemming more indined to deal with discovered dnink drivers through the use of roadside
license suspensions authorized by provincial k gislation, as opposed to laying criminal
charges (cited in Beimess, Simpson and Mayhew, 1993: 92). The sponsor of the second

study, British Columbia's Motor Vehide Branch, agreed with the study's findings and
verified that there had occurreâ an incmase in the use of roadside suspensions and a

corresponding decrease in criminal charges (Janice Schmidt, personal communication,
September 11,1996).
Constable Rod Sudbury, for the WPS also agreed with the studies' conclusions.
Even when a driver's ASD readings showed a 'Fail,' which qualified as reasonable and
probable grounds for a subsequent breathalyser demand, officers have been known to tell
the driver that he or she had registered a 'Wam' and was subject only to a six-hour license

suspension. The way in which the ASD was held by the onicer prevented the driver from
seeing the 'Fail' light This somewhat informal solution got the impaired driver off of the

road immediately and freed the onicer to attend to what was usually a long waiting list of
calls for service. In police vemacular, such a procedure was known as a ' r d wam"
(personal communication, August 17, 1996).
Unfortunately, a cornpiete set of data regarding the number of six-hour suspensions
given out by the WPS was unavailable, as compilation oniy began in 1992 (Const. Larry
Rea, personal communication, November 15, 1995). Similarfy, Manitoba's Department of

.
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Driver and Vehide Licensing did n a colîect its licenœ suspension data in a manner which
would allow for the isolation of six-hour suspensions in particulai (Carol Armstrong.
personalcommunc
i ato
i n,

No~ember28~1096).
Notwithstandingthediftïculoe9 M compiling

and analysing such staüstics. this woufd deaily be an area worthy of furthsr consideration.
Another reflecüon of the growing poliœ concem over the processing of impaired
driving charges in pavticular was the m e n t publication of two books, - r d
el -F

D.. m

Grounds (1993) a n d B e Police ORcer's Guide to Proce-

Irnpaired Drivers (1995). Both were specifically fonnatted to assist poliœ officers in

interpreting and applying both legislative and judicial guidelines and marketed in law
enforcement periodicals. such as The Blue l& (November. l995),

c
Judicial support for random spotchecks continued through the post-Charter period.
In a series of decisions (R. v. Dedmen (19851; R. v. HufSky [1988]; and R-V.Ladouceur

[1990]), the Supreme Court reafFimed its allowance of both stationary and roving

spotchecks. In R. v. Husky and R.

Ladouceur. the Supreme Court admitted that the

suspects' section 9 protection against arbitrary detention had been violated. but that the
practice was justified due to the "importance of deteding and reducing impaireâ driving"

(cited in Moller, 1991: 22-23) and as such. the actions couid be considered "reasonable
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limits" under section 1. Crucial to these decisions was the judicial view of diiving as "a
licensed acüvii that is subject to regulation and control for the proe
tco
itn

of life and

propeity" (Moller, 1991: 22) as opposed to a tnie civil liberty.

The Winnipeg Police Service conduded Selednre Enforcement Programs
(stationary spotchecks) throughout the post-(=harter period. lnitialiy k

m as üie ALERT

programs, they were renamed Checkstops in 1993 as a resuk of a change in instruments
(ASD's) and to improve consistency with other programs in Canada. White rnost often
operating during the Christmas season, these programs were also set up at other times
during the year, in high trafic areas of Winnipeg. Randomiy selected driven were either

observeci by officers for signs of alcohol consumption. or asked to provide an ASD sample.
Drivers exhibiting signs of impairment or failing the ASD test were taken to the nearest

breathalyser for a more exact reading. The number of cars stopped during each annual
program ranged from 6,000 to 11.000, depending on the manpower assigned and the
operating period. Although the exact locations of such spotchecks were not advertised,
the program itself was well publicized to serve a deterrent fundion in addition ta
apprehending offenders.
In the face of scam resourœs, the Wnnipeg Police Senrice is aimenüy considering
a partnership with private businesses in order to keep aie Checkstop program operating.

Based on a model in place in Toronto calkd the

and Sober Oriving Coalition," R has

been proposeâ that local businesses could donate $1000 to fund a WPS Checkstop Unl
for several hours. In tum, the name of the business would be advertised as a sponsor at
the Checkstop site (Owen, November 15, 1996: Al). Such joint action. which works to
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benefit both the public and private contributors has been termed 'CO-produdon' (Adie and

Thomas, 1987: 593).
There have been previous exampies of such co-praduaive initiatives on the part of

the W S . In 1984, a Crimestoppers program was set up in Winnipeg. Overseen by the
Winnipeg Chamber of Commerce, a Board of Directors established and managed an
operating budget from which rewards were paid out to anonymous inforrnants who had
provided information which led to the solution of unsoived major crimes. The primary role
of the police was to receive the infamants' infornation and assess iEs value and credibility
(Crimestoppers Program fad sheet). In 1995. the WPS estaMished a bike patrol as part
of its move towards a community-ôased rnodelof policing (Winnipeg Police Service Annual

Report, 1995: Introduction). The purchase of these bikes was subsidïzed by local
businesses, the names of which were displayed prominently on each unit. While such

programs rnay have the potential to cdud the image of impartiality of the police, to date
they have not k e n met with any notable opposition.

c
Mandatory breath tests were subjected to many Charter challenges through the .
post-Charter period. Within a few judicially imposed guidelines, hawever, they sunrived
and continue today. Complying with the roadside screening breath test necessitateci the
brief detention of a suspect, which preduded access to legal counsel (s.lO(b)). The

Supreme Court of Canada, in R. v. nKwnsen (1988)used section 1 of the Charter to allow
this procedure to continue as a 'reasonable Iimit" on a driver's rights. As Mr. Justice
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Cameron of the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal obsenred in R. v. Telbourdet (1984).
"having a Rght to =tain and instnid counsei at the madside screening stage would
seriously ciipple, if not destroy this carefully balanced scheme." In this case, the goals of
the enforcement program were seen to outweigh, fw brief periods, individualcivil libeiaes.

M i l e the courts wwe wüling to allow roadside screening, police were expected to
minimize the infringement on the suspects' rights, by having the Approved Screening
Devices (ASDs) quiddy accessible. In R. v. Grant (1991). the Supreme Court decided that

'detaining' a suspect for thirty minutes while an ASD was deliverd was an excessive
infringment and would not be saved by section 1 of the Charter (cited in Sallot, 1991:A4).
The ASDs were very useful, but only served to provide reasonable and probable

grounds for a breathalyser demand. ASD readings have never been admissible as
evidence of an ofbnce. The courts have been generally caoperative with the mandatory
demand for a breathalyser sampie as well, with one notable exception. The Supreme
Court decision in R. v. Therens (1985) provided a new definition of 'detention' than that

which had developeâ under the Bill of R$hts. Supreme Court Justice Le Dain explained,
"as the Charter represented a 'new constitutional

mandate for judicial review,' the

definitions established under the Bill (of Rights) should not be taken as reliable guides to
the meaning of the Charter" (cited in Greene, 1989: 140). This revised definition of

'detention' required the police to inform a suspect of hislher ngM and access to legal
counsel prior to providing a bteath sampk for the breathalyser, the resutts of which could

serve as evidence for the prosacution. M i l e the subsequent procedwal adjustments and
associated delays for police at the time of apprehension were minimal. this niling's impact
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on pending aiminal

cases was significant lan Greene reported that in Alberta alone. the

Thetensdecision resuiteâ in 19,000 charges of BAC over 80 mg per cent being dropped
(Greenel 1989: 221).

However, the Supreme Court leR the criminal charge of refusing

to provide a breath ample intact, so it seemed dear-thattheir intent was not C disrupt the

breathalyser proœss as much as to ensure that suspeds wem made mare of their rights
before providing evidence which was admissible in a prosecution.
To facilitate the use of the breathalyser. the Winnipeg Police Service began using

an 'Alertmobiie' in 1985 mnnipeg Police ServiceAnnual Report, 1985). This was a mobile

breathalyser piatform equipped with a telephone so suspects could speak with legal
counsel, which contributed to the efficiency and success of Selective Enforcement
Programs (ALERTslCheckstops) targeüng specific geographic areas. This acquisition
effectively rninirnized the impact of the TI,emns niling.
The role of the police as information providers was better defined through R. v.
Brydges in 1990. The Supreme Court wled that it was not adequate for police to simply
inform an accused of his or her right to legal counsel. Police were to be expected to also

explain the availability of duty counsel and LegalAid senrices. regardless of whether or not

the accused expressed concern over their abiiii to pay a lawyer. In this decision. the
Court gave police in Canada thirty days to adjust their legal cautions in order to meet the

new guidlines (cited in Moore, 1992: 581). Such a *grace period" had been allowed by the
Supreme Court in a previoris ruling (R. v. Sw& p997n aftet terking d m a

of the

Cflminal Code. Parliamentwas given time to m i s e its provision dealing with the detenüon
of people found not guilty of a criminal offenœ by reason of insanity, during which, the

existing provision rernained valid (cited in Molk, 1991: 10).
Section 254(3) of the Chminal Co& appeared to stipulate that demands for a
bteathalyser sample had to be made within hnn hours of the dMng ofknce. Lower courts
in Canada followeâ this interpretation until a unanimous niling by the Supreme Court in

R. v. Denielle (1992) interpreteâ this section as meaning the poliœ ofiœr should have
formed the beliefofthe driving offence within two houn of the crm
in
i al

ad, but if it tmk the

poliœ offiœr somewhat over two hours to locate the suspect, such as was the case with

Denielle, where the offiœr spent two and a h a l hours looking for the suspect, this delay
did not necessarily preclude a subsequent prosecution

(Cox, July 10, 1992: A15). In this

situation, the ~upremeCourt actually loosened the existing procedural guidelines for the
police.
Thus, by the mid 1990s, it was apparent that the Charter, as interpreted by the

Supreme Court. had not interlemcl significantly with the roadside screening and
breathalyser programs. The procedural revisions necessitateci by judicial decisions did not
appear to have placed an unreasonable burden on the police.

mmsEm!s
The striking down of the 'reverse onus' section of the Namtic Contral Act by the
Supreme Court in its decision on The Queen K Oakes (1986) was part of the growing
tendency on the part of the Court to nullily statutes not consistent with the Charter. The
Bill of Rights, in its twenty-two yean, was used onîy once to strike down a statute, in this
case, a section of the Indian Act in Regina v. Drybones [1Q70](Morton, Russell and
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W ~ e y1991:
,
13). Hawever, during the Rrst seven years after the Charter came into enect,

the courts struck down a total of twenty statutes (Morton, Russell and Wrthey, 1891: 13).
Considering this trend, and the fàte of the Narcotic Control A d 'reverse onus.' impaired
drîving's 'reverse onus' could reasonabty have appeared to be in a precarious position.
After niling on The Quwn v. Oakes,the Supmne Court developed an informal test,
called the 'Oakes test,' which gauged whether or not an infringement was 'dernonstrably

justified' and may be appropriately 'saved' by section 1of the Charter. The impaired driving

'reverse onus' sunrived this test in R. v. Whyte (19881, even though the Supreme Court
recognized that it "infiinged the presumption of innocence in order ta make it easier to
secure convidions" (CM
in Hogg. 1990:21). The reasoningof Chief Justice Brian Diclson
was that considering the s a p e and pressing nature of the social problem, the 'reverse

onus' was seen to be only a "minimal interference" (cited in Hogg, 1990:22).
Overall, therefore, Charter nilings seemed to have not significantly disrupted law
enforcement procedures in the area of impaired driving, even though for the first six years
with the Charter, this was the area of public pdiq most offen argued before the Supreme
Court of Canada (Morton, 1987:37). Section 1 of the Charter, in particular, was used

decisively in a nurnber of nilings to arrive at a balance between individual rights and the

perceived public interest (Hiebert, 1990: 104; Petter, 1989:Wî). Court nilings based on the
Charter did rwtrict some procedures. but a l 'integral ekments' sunrived. Although police
had to adapt to increasedjudicial scnitiny of procedural standards, the courts' flexibility

with regard to impaired driving enforcement was evidentty a reflecüon of the recognùed

seriousness and high social cost of dnink driving. This flexibility may have been influenced
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by the changing social attitudes towards dnink driving through the 1980s and into the
1990s.

THE RISE OF SOCIAL AND POLITICAL ACWVISM

From the eariy i90ûs to the present. Canadians' conœm over the issue of drunk
driving became increasingly prominent Whiie the public's imroivernent in the fight against
drunk driving took many fimm, each reflected the outrage over the human cost as well as
acted as a cataiyst for further social and political adivism. This social context had the
potential to affect the enforcernent of impair& driving laws.
The relatively rapid and widespread proiiiration of issue-specific citizen activist
groups throughout Canada was part of an internationaltrend. Throughout Canada. groups

-

such as People to Reduœ lmpaired Driving Everywhere PRlDE (est. 1981). Citiiens

-

-

Against lmpaired DMng CAlD (est. 1981), Mothen Against Dnink Driving MADD (est.

-

1982), Against Drunk Driving ADD (est. 1983), Canadians Against lmpaired Driving (est.

-

-

t985), Teens Against Drinking and Driving TADD Manitoba (est. 1988) and Bikers

-

Against Drunk Driving BADD (est 7990) were established as local chapters, in many
cases as part of an international association. 60th CAlD and TADD are cumntly active

in Winnipeg. Most often. such groups were initiated by vicbms or those close to someone
hurt by an impaired dmer. Some such as MADD and CAlD were active in generating
policy recommendations, providing educational services and support for victims of drunk

drivers and their families. mers such as BADD were primarily concemed with raising

awareness and promoting safety.
MADD, perhapsthe best known of such groups, was established in Canada by Sally

Gribble in British Columbia.

Following the death of her twenty-one year old son Ken as
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the result of an accident caused by an impaired driver wah a history of drunk driving, Mm

Gribble sold the family home and used the money to found this support and lobby group.
Dedicating years to public education and the successful campaigning for amendments to
the Criminal Co&, she won the respect of the Vancouver Police. who recognized her as

'one of those peopk who really made a d#krencem $Canadian founded group against

dmnk divers,"Febniary 1,9996: A19)- Although Mm. Gribbie paseed away early in 1996,
MADD continues the work she started through local chapten across Canada.

A Calgary high school formed a chapter of Students Against Drinking and Dnving
in response to a school-mate's death (Hall, Odober 18,1987: E8). Friends of a student
killed by an impaireddriver used donations to sponsor annual athletic awards in the vicüm's
name, to create a commemorative display in the school and to pmduce
educationaVpreventativematerial. In thh way, the human cost of drunk driving would be
communicated to those students who had not knownthe vidim first-hand, as well as those

in the following years. Such a strategy was intended to 'humanize' the offence and its
victim, sa as to provide more graphic detemence to potential offenders.

The lass of a loveâ one was not the only impetus for action following an impaired
driving tragedy. An increasingly cynical view of the justice system's handling of drunk

driving cases senred to increase public anger. Upset that the drunk driver who killed his

daughter was merely fined $750.00 and given a three month liœnse suspension, David
MacNamara heiped found Scarborough Council's Special Cornmittee on the Efkcts of
Drinking and Driving. Mt. MacNamara went on to lobby for tougher drinking and driving
laws as well as more public educaüon (Stewart, May 30, 1985: €23). A British Columbia
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mother of one of th-

vidims kilied by a drunk driver feltthe eîghteen month sentence was

an "insult" and eflected on the system tha "ifthafs aR he gcts for killing three people, then

Ps a joke" (Belkt, January 8,1992: 612). In this case,the local MADD chapter attacked
what they felt was an nadequatesentence as a "backwardstep" in the fight against drunk
driving. Such responses to sentences were becoming increasingly wmmon across
criminal law in general. Statistics Canada found that in 1993.73 perœnt of Canadians
believed that court sentences in general were not severe enough (Canadian Centre for
Justice Statistics, Decernber 1994: Table I). As opposed to mere statistics, many of these
groups and well publicùed tragedies helped the general public to empathize with the

victims' families and seek more stringent ac
oitn

against offenders.

Although not heard from as often, dmnk drivers themselves and their families
occasionally spoke out. Tim Franks was sixteen when he mixed drinking with driving in
Cambridge, Ontario and had an addent which kft him semiamatose and paralysed from
the neck dom. His mother bter toured Ontario schools with Tm as a graphie example of

what drinking and driving could do to a young person CMother deknds putüng crippleâ son
on display," November 16, 1987:A3).

The growing social movement against dmnk driving was also apparent through the
variety of existing groups which added it to their agendas. These induded, but were not

limited to, groups which saw the consequenœs of drunk driving first-hand, as well as
those which worked m i n the system designed to deal with the problem. In 1985. the

Canadian Medical Association infornecl the House of Commons Justice Cornmittee that

it would support the proposed Climnal Code amendments which would enable doctors to
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take blood samples from suspected dynk dmers unwilling or unable to provide a breath
sample (uMDs set to help in crackdown on dnink driving.' January 30, 1985: 65). The
following year, a spokesperson for the Canadian Association of Emergency Physicians
emphasized the need far greater enforcement efforts, recommending "police roadblodcs
and spot-check blitzes" (cited in Semenak, February 13. 1986: A2).

The Canadian Bar Association similady passed a resolution endoning the proposeci
1985 blood sampk provision. That such an invasive procedure could be endorseâ by the
Association despite the vocal objections of many of its rnembers demonstrated the
perceived urgency of the issue CDrunk driver crackdown supported," February 28,
lg8S:lQ).

The Roman Catholic Church. with appmimately 900 million rnembers worldinnde,

would easiiy qualify as one of the largest existing organued groups. Of religious gtoups
within Canada, this Church was the most numerous and in 1995 claimed a membership

of neariy W v e million (Staüsücs Canada. 1994: 108; Famighetü, 1996: 651). For the first

time in 426 years, the Church ispued a new catechistn in 1992. This document stipulated
the Church's position on a number of sa
olci

topics. In it, dnink driving was identified as a

-.

threat ta the public, and the drunk drivers themselves as being "gravely in the wrongw
("Revising Cathdicisrn became a matter of faith," November 17,1Q92Al,A2). Cleariy the
issue of dmnk driving had becorne a prominent issue across many elements of society,
and Canadians' growing wncern was part of a larger. international recognition of the
damage k i n g caused.

There have been a multitude of programs initiated in Winnipeg and across rural
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Manitoba to educate drivers about the dangers of drinking and drMng and prevent
accidents. Many of these invohred parties from a variety of sectors, both public and
private. In 19û4, the ManitobaAssociaüon of School frustees (MAST) helped to establish
the Ssfe Grad program in an attcmpt to reduce the number of tmgic accd
iens
t

ocaimng

as students celebrated their high school graduation. Under this program, a graduating

class would design b graduation œlebration so to disawrage drinking and driving. In
particular, this invohred students checking their keys as they entered the event or
arranging altemate transportation as a group, prior to the graduation œfebration. As of
January, 1996, 150 out of Manitoba's 157 public high schools parücipated in this program.
This program conttibuted to the irnmediate safety of the celebrants as well as served to
educate students. MAST encouraged participation by pmviding such schools with $30

million liabili coverage for their events (Linda Lagrou, personal communication, January
30, 1996).

Liability coverage became increasingly necessary as Canadian civil courts held bar
owners and event hosis financially liable for their patrons' dnink driving and any

subsequent tragedies. In 1984, a Canadian hotel was ordered by the Ontario Supreme
Court to pay almost $1 million to Andreas Schmidt. Andreas had taken a car ride with a

driver who had been senrad excessive amounts of alcohol in the Arlington

ou se bar. This

was et the time, the largest such judgement ever otdered against a Canadian bar ("Hotel

agrees to pay settîement." January 27, 1984: 1). Other courts held bars similarly
accountable and it 1995, the Suprame Court of Canada handed domi a niling recognizing
the responsibility of liquor senrem for making a.reasonabfeeffort to ensure that no one was
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hurt if and when one of their intoxicated patrons decided to drive (aedin Cox January 27,

1995: A13). Cieady, dnink diivng had become a legal issue with senous implications for
the business sector. In response; and as a *direct result of changing legal attitudes
towards the responsibili of those who serve liquor to the puMic,' specialùeâ insurance

policies were developed, offering protection to individuals and organizations who used
Special Occasion Penits b enable them to serve liquor at their events (Appendix 2).
Wthin this legal context, W

s $30 million liabiiii coverage was a strong incentive to

participate in their program.
In 1988, the Manitoba Safe Grad Steenng Cornmittee was asked by graduating
students to target even younger students with its message of caution and the dangers of
mixing alcohol and driving. This was the beginning of Teens Against Drinking and Driving
(TADD) in Manitoba's high schools. The Manitoba Association of School Trustees

provided a central administrative office and oganizational manuab for any school wishing
to start its own chapter (TADD manual, 1995: 6)- As of January, 1996, there were twenty

active TADD chapters in Manitoba public high schools (Linda Lagrou. personal

communication, January 30, 1996).
Manitoba Public Insurance (fonnerfy the Manitoba Public Insurance Corporation)
was also active in

O

b

support of ankirinking and driving initiatives. These have included

numerous TADD activities as well as Manitoba's Designated Driver Program (TADD
manual, 19955). Established in 1BQ2(Mark ûewait, personal communication, August 31,
1994), the Designated Driver Program has been supporteci by a number of other public
and private sources, induding the Manitoba Liquor Control Commission, the Manitoba

Hotel Association, the Manitoba Restaurant and Food SeMces

ASSOC)aOon, the l\hOimipeg

Sue and various Winnipeg radio and televisions stations (Appendbc 3). The Program

encouraged one member of any group going out to a I o d bar to refrain h m drinking
alcohol, by proMing that individualwith complimentary soft diinks. This left the others in
the group free to diink alcohol without having to drive home.
A more drastic approach was Manitoba Public Insurance's (MPI) annual antidrinking and dMng campaign which conœntrated on young drivers. Dubbed the "Day of
the Dead." a small number of students in targeted schads would dress in blacù and not be

allowed to interact with other students during the school day. These 'silent students'
represented a portion of those killed every year in Manitoba by dnink drivers. According
to MPI, this project served to humanize the f a t a r i statistics (Davis, Deœmber 15,
1994:Bl). In addition to the Day of the Dead, MPI aired sWy-second television ads to

raise awareness and deter potential offenders (Owen. Decernber 2,1994:Bl).

In addition to the Provincially supportecl educational programs, the Manitoba
Departments of the AttorneyGeneml and Highways as well as Manitoba Public Insurance

collaborated with the federal Ministiy of Transport in 1988 to conduct an ambitious study,
titled the MapaqPa Ro-de

S-

pf NiQM T h e

..

Be-

.

This study

attempted to masure the tnie prevaienœ of impaired driving Behaviour. As was the case
with the federal govemment, impaired driving was recognued as a muladepartmentaUjurisdicthal issue.
Citizens Against lmpaired Driving, various municipal police forces, the RCMP and
a major car dealership in Winnipeg, McNaught Motors, al1 collaborated in 1993 to create
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'Operation Lookout' (Appendk 4). Advettised through thousands of posters, the p r o g m
encouragecl Manitobans to cal1 police immediateiy to report suspected drunk drivers
(Larron, November 30,1993:Bl). Having previously been established in Ontario under

the program name Community Solutions,' the program inviteci the commun@ at large to
take an active role in crime pnvention and detedion (Dodd, 1995: 17). Thus, the

increasingly widespread condemnation of drunk drMng as a serious social problem was
reinforced.
In 1996, MADD initiated their 'Project Red Ribbon" across Canada, which served
as both a fundraising and educational program. Sponsored by businesses induding the

Bank of Montreal, Shoppers Dmg Mart, Travelodge Hotels and Hallmark Cards Canada,
collection boxes were placed in local businesses along with bright red ribbons bearing an

antidrinking and driving message.
There have also been antidrinking and driving initiatives by private organizaüons

and individuals not dire*

involved with the issue of dnink driving which helped to

discourage drinking and driving. Winnipeg in 1995 saw the inception of a "Red Nose"
program, whereby drivers could telephone for someone to drive both them and their cars
home at no charge. fips were accepted however, and went to support local amateur
athletics. Posters advertising the program and telephone number were displayed in

popular drinking venues over the Christmas season. Oganized by the Manta Swim Club,
over five hundred calls had been received by December 28,1995 (Jaget, December 28,
1995:A5).

In Toronto, a music promoter organized a television campaign using some of the
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most populat contempomry recording arb'sts in an attempt to appeal to young drivers and
communicate an antidrinking and dihnhg message.

W a h a signifiant donation Rom

Carling O'Keefe. a major producer of alcoholic beverages, a series of sixteen corn-ak
were aired on a number of Canadian networks (McClure, May 30,1985: E23).
A variety of creative countermslwures have also b e n proposed and developed

throughout the United States in an attempt to f'urther detet andlor reduce the damage

caused by drunk drivers. These have inciuded enhancing drunk drivers' tort liability,
improving street signsge and signals, in order to help impaired drivers follow traffic
directions and the adoption of specialized Drinking Drivers Schools (Jacobs. 1989:
134,183; Foley and Leschuk, 1986: 26). Drinking Driver Schook were first established in

Phoenix, Arizona in 1964. lmpaired dming offenders were ordered to attend a series of
classes dealing with both alcohol and traffic safety issues. It has been estimated that

several million Americans have at'some time, passed through one of the over i,000
programs throughout the United States. Punitive measures considered have included
vehide forfeiire as opposed to mere impoundment and imposed home detention (Jacobs,
1989: 152,156). Clearly, cornmonities have direded considerable effort and imagination

in atternpting to deal with this problem.
Largely beginning with the issue-specific citizen$' groups, the level of social
consciousness regarding the terrible cos& of drinking and driving continued to climb
through the 1980s and into 199019, owed in no small part to the increased media attention
(Beimess, Simpson and Mayhew, 1993: 3). Drunk driving was perceived less and less as
an isolated occurrence which accasionaliy harmed an anonymous victirn, and more as an

ongoing, prevalent form of criminal behaviour which was exacting a terrible toll.
Another indication of public senthnent was provided by opinion polls. A national
survey conducted by Heaith and \Neffie Canada bund that over 90 percent of Canadians

believed aiat drinking and driving was a -al

issue of considerable importance. and over

80 per cent of Canadians surveyed would support strider enforcernent of laws and

increased roadblocks (Heaith and Weffire Canada, 1992:1,46). Likewise. in Manitoba,
a 1988 survey found that 59 per cent of respondents believed that 'stiffer penalties' or

'increased police enforcement' was needed to curb the problem (Minch, IQ88:13). Of
Winnipeg residents surveyed. 60 pet cent supported tougher drinking and driving laws,
even if such laws violated the Charter (Sterdan, May 28.1989: 4). ln 1993, nearly half of
Winnipeg residents surveyed supported stricter enforcement of existing traffic laws in
general (Winnipeg Police Service Public Opinion Survey, 1993:16). Clearly, dwnk driving
and traffic safety were major conœms for many citizens, to the extent that even

increasingly intrusive enforcement practices were supported by a strong majority.
Detaileâ stories of vidims and their families gave a personal element to the issue
of drunk driving which balanced the cynicism that many members of the public and

govemment representatives, inciuding Ailan Rock, then Minister of Justice had developd
regarding crimegfadsp.aspmsented in the media (Priegert, June 14,1994 ; 'Fear on the
increase despb dmp in crime," January 15,1996; cited in Wyatt, August 26,1994: Ag).
Exemplilying such exposure was the tragedy of Winnipeg resident Leona Rouire's death
at the hands of an impaired driver. Following the sentencing, the -Press
devoted an entire page to the story and printed a letter from the victim's daughter, Nicole,
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€0the family of the convicted driver,

Larry Galka. In this letter, üüed 70
a killer's family,"

the seventeen year-old desdbed her mother's extensive injuries in detail and asked the
Galka famiiy for an ingerson apology for the fad that her mother wouià nan not be "atmy

graduation, my wedding or the birai of my children" (December 2, 199481). A second
article describecl some of the plans that the young family had made before the accident,
havingjust finished building their 'dream home.' Later, instead of celebrating his lwentieth

anniversary in the new house, Bob Rouire was sewing as the new Chairman of the
Victims' Assistance Cornmittee of CitizensAgainst lmpaired Driving. Speaking at the CAlD

annual general meeting in Winnipeg March 28, 1995, Mr. Rouire discussed the effed of
this tragedy on his family and the role played by CAlD in helping thern cape. Nicde
Rouire, while describing her family's loss, caphird the spirit of the growing public conœm,
"Now I know it could happen to anyonen(cited in Owen. December 2, 19W:Bl).
A more recent tragedy was the killing of Micky Syrota by a dnink driver in the

summer of 1996. Mr. Syrota had been a local carnpaigner against drunk drivïng since
being struck by an impaired driver three years earüer. Following the conviction of the

driver, Micky's rnother estabkhed a trust fund called 'The Micky Plan' to help families who

smer similar losses. The irony of this death and frustration with its needlessness was not
lost on the 800 attendees of the fune'ial and the over 1400 signatories of a petition asking

for the maximum sentence of fourteen years. They were understandabiy upset with the
two-year sentence handed down (Bray, June 15,1996: A I ,A3).

While the judiciary had been structurecl so as to promote its impartiality and
independenœfrom political or public pressure, dearly they were not oblivious to the scope
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of the problam. In 1988. the Ontario Court of Appeal likened a dnink driver to a bharged

Saunders)).This judiaal perceptionwas echoed in the 1990

and ticking time bomb"(R.

Supreme Court ruling of Rw L ~ ~ ~ U Cwhich
BUC
upheld random poliœ stops as a detenent
to drinking drivers. justifieci by the 'carnage

on the highwaysu(cited in %plit court

approves random police checks.' June 1. l99O:Al3). Similarfy, Supreme Court Justice

Cory, in 1995, identified drinking and driving as Yhe crime which causes the most
significant social loss to the countrÿ in ternis of deaths and serious injuries (cited in
'SCOC judge says poliœ may delay ALERT test," January 28, 1995:A3). Thus, judicial

comments joined the many other voices speaking out against impaireâ driving.

Ottawa's cantinued attention to the issue was also reflected in the volume of
research and resource matenal it produced and sponsored, as well as by the number of
Transport Canada publications induded a series

federaf departments directly involved.
*

.

..

t i f f l e d S m a s h a d : e her@nnmnd Dmkg (1987) and a 1991 study of Alcohol
Use A m o Pergpns
~
F

w Irijured in Motor VeMfe A-&:

C a m . Health and

Welfare Canada produced a manual to help community groups reduce local incidents of
dnink driving, called

to C
*

..

Dnuiag (1990) and conduded a NatioM

-

ev on DnnlyDQaaQ Dnvina 1988 (1992). The Department of Justice sponsored a
t

.

O

.

r

series of reports on lmppired Dmr~lg
in 19û5 by the Tranic Injury Research Foundation, as
well as a 1993 evaluation of the 1985 Cn'minal Code changes Wed the Assesçrnentg&tb
of the 1985 Amend

of the -C

- .

of_Caoada.

The level and diversity of research activ'i. coupled with the 1985 Cffminal Code
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amendments reflededfaderal adanowfedgementof the esdation ofdmnk driving into an
issue of urgent concem. At the time of writing, British Columbia Member of Parliament
i (M-78)in Oecember ,1996 which
Dick Hams plannedto introduœ a private membets bW

would strengthen the sentencing provisions of the Climinal Code dealing mai dnink
drivers (Logan. December 1, 1996: A6).

As the issuing of driver's licenses was a provincial responsibility, Manitoba
govemments have directecl anti-drinkïng and drMng effbrts in Ulis area. In 1985, a policy
was introduced requiring convided impaired dmem to complete a course conducted by
the Alcoholism Foundation of Manitoba (now knawn as the Addictions Foundation of

Manitoba) prior to regaining an active license (Yost, 1990: 40). This completed prograrn
was intended mainly as a preventative measure; but the financial cost which was paid by
the driver and the time involved in compleoing the course served a punishment function

as well.
While criminal law fell under federal jurisdictïon, provincial responsibility for the

administration of justice permitteci Manitoba govemment action intended to streamline the
prosecution of impaired drivers. During the 1988 provincial electïon campaign, a prominent
element of the Progressive Conservatiw party's campaign was its promise to #declarewar
on drinking and driving' (Yost, 1990: 40). Accordingly, soon after being elected, they had

Manitoba's first specialked lrnpaired DMng Courtroom in place to faciMate the processing
of dnink driving charges. Six months later, they passeâ amendments to the Highway
Treffic Act that were hailed as the 'toughest (antidrinking and driving laws) in the

country,"(Mitchell. May 12, 1989:1,4).
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lnfluenced by a similar program's sucœss in Minnesota, the Manitoba legislabre
amended the Manbba's Highway Td9EcAct on November 1,1989 to give police, under
specific circumstances, authority to issue thiae month license suspensions, effective

immediateiy (ss.263.1(1) and ss.263.1(6)).

These could be issueci where a suspect

refused to provide eithet a bteath or b l d sampîe, or was chaged with drMng with a BAC

over 80 mg per cent Also induded were increaseâ penatües for failing to stop at poliœ
request and the authority for police to impound, for thirty days, a motor vehicle driven by
a suspended driver. The immediacy of sanctions was believed to enhance its deterrent

function. These amendrnents, which appeareâ to give the poliœ the ability to punish an
accused before legal guilt had been established in a court of law had many critics.
Yude Henteleff, spokesman for the Manitoba Association for Rights and Liberties
exclaimed, The new law makes police thejudge, jury and sentencer in these matten, not
just enforcement officers"(quoted in Olijnyk, 1989: 1,4). The President of the Manitoba Bar

Association cauto
i ncd

that this process imposad a penalty prior to a conviction proven

through due process (cited in Mitchell. May 12,1989: 1,4). Further. there were numerous

conœms regardingthe 'constiMïonality' of this proœdure (weber, 1989: 17,24). However,
it surviveci Charter-based challenges on the basis that driving was considered a regulated

privilege and not a right. Whether this immcdiate license suspension reduced the use of

'not guilty' pleas as a delaying tactic, while Iikely the case, is uncertain. Factors such as
the significantly reduced waiting pend for a court date and a la& of comptete data on the
type of pleas entered by m'me type make such a conclusion probkmatic (Abbot, personal

communication, June 14.1QW).
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In 1991, Manitoba's Highwey Tmt9k Acf was further amended. Targeting repeat
driving offenders who continueci to drive whiie their licenses were suspendeci, the
govemment increased the vehicle impoundment period to soby days. Then Justice
MinisterJim McRae boasted 'Canada's toughest drinking and driving lawsjust got toughef
(cited in 'Dniking divers face tough laws," December 17, 1991:S). As Ottawa had
previously done for its Crimnal code amendments, the Manitoba govemment advertised
its new laws extenskly thmugh the media and the distribution of detailed pamphlets
(Appendix 5).
In October, 1996, Jus-

Minister Rosemary Vodrey announcecl that she would be

working with groups induding CAlD to develop legislaüon punishing driven who registered
a BAC between 50 mg per cent and 99 mg per cent on an ASD test. Currently, such

driven are subject only to a brief licence suspension. The proposed legislation would
impose fines andlor licence demerits (cited in Samyn, October 25: AI,A3).

Peter

Crockford, President of Teens Against Drunk Driving offered his support for lower BAC
standards a a 1993 Winnipeg conference on impaired driving. Dr. Peter Markesteyn,
Manitoba's Chief Medical Examiner supported the lowering of the legal BAC as well, but
wamed that doing so would 'put a heavy load on law enforcement and the courts (cited in

Teichroab, October 30, 1993: A15). Similady, CAlD and the Addictions Foundation of
Manitoba supported the lowering of the legally acceptable BAC in their 1995
er on M C and D

..

a but recagnùed the need for correspondhg increases in police

resources (Cormier, 1995: 30).
While lacking the legislative autonomy of the Wo senior levels of govemment,
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municipal govemments also expressed their concem over the toll being taken by dmnk
drivers on their streets. Heaith and Webre Canada estirnateci that over twenty thousand

Iives were lost m Canada between 1080 and 1990 due to aloohol-related trafic accidents

(cited in Cornier. 199S:ll). Howiaver, it was at the local ievel whem these tragedies were
most hearttek. In 1989, appximateiy twehre hundred mayors attending the Federation
of Canadian Municipalities annual meeting voted unanimously to request that the federal

govemrnent idenWy drunk driving as a "national crsisi"

and that it take stronger measures

in the fight against dwnk drivers (Kenna. June 12. l989:A3).
While Manitoba was initially a Canadian leader in developing antidrinking and
driving legislation. a number of other provinces have also adopted aggressive counter-

measures. In an effort to promote a 'zero-tolerance* attitude among new drivers, Prince
Edward Island's Highway TmfficAct now stipulates that it is an offenœ for drivers under
the age of nineteen to have a BAC of 10 mg percent or greater. well below the Cnminal
Code level of 80 mg pet cent (Dodd. 1995: 5). Ontario reœntly adopted a ninety-day

administrative licencesuspension policy similar to Manitoba's, whereby a driver who shows
a BAC greater than 80 mg percent or refuses a test will lose their licenœ irnmediately,

regardless of criminal charges (Rusk, November 28. 1996: Ale). Like Prince Edward
Island. the Ontario govemment is currently considering a provisiontargeting young drivers,
but setting the acceptable BAC level et O mg per cent (ûwen, June 18, 1996: A11).
Saskatchewan recently lowered its ASD 'Wam' standard for al1drivers to 40 mg per cent.
at which point a roadside suspension may be given by the offiœr (Cordon, Mardi 13,1996:
82).

Internatimally, many countries have put into place increasingty stringent standards
for their drivers' kgal BACS. New South Waks in Australia was a ground-breaker, lowering
their allowable BAC fram 80 mg par cent to 50 mg percent in 1980 (Cormier. 1995: 25).

D;. Ross Homel of Macquarie University, New South Waies, obsenred that lowering the
allowable BAC was one of the few cuunter-measures designed to d u c e alcohol-related
trafic accidents which could be judged successful based on uscientifically acceptable

groundsn(Homel, 1990: 3). The predominant BAC among Scandinavian countrïes was 50
mg per cent (Cormier, 1995: 23). Sweden, however, was an exception, having reduced
their legal BAC for al1drive= to 20 mg per cent in 1990 (Wilson, 1993: 217). Apparently,

lowering the allowable BACS for drivers was a strategy well utilized and popular among
countries wnsidered leaders in the figM against drunk driving.
Through the 1980s and into the 19908, many individuals, citiren groups, businesses
and govemments played active roles in trying to reduce the carnage being caused by

impaired driwrs. It was within this societal context that police officers enforceci and the

courts interpreted Canada's impaired driving legislation, as well as the Charter of Rights
and Freedoms. Police actions were undoubtdly influenced by the confiid between

increasing public demands for action and the frustration of working within an increasingly
drawn-out and detaikd proceas. Relying increasingly on the six-hour liœnse suspensions

in lieu of criminal charges may have b e n a result of this confiid.

1HE CHARTER AND CHARGlNG RATES

Perhaps the most commonly ated masure of crime and police acüvity in Canada
is the number of persons charged with particular offences. While wnœms regarding
reliability and validity will be discussed, this does offer some staüsücal insight into poliœ
efforts and sucœss in apprehending offinders. This Chapter will present the annual rates
of persons charged with impairai driving offences for Winnipeg, using the Canadian rates

to reflect any national trends (Appendk 6). The consistent decline in annual charges

shown bath locally and nationally over the last decade may suggest to some that police

have been having an increasingiy difficuit time investigating and laying charges against
impaired drivers. The degree to which this decline is the resuft of the Charter, directly or
indirectly, is to be considered. To aid in this interpretation. a number of variables with the
potential to affect these charge rates will be introduced, induding allotted police resources
and enforcernent trends, indicators of the true prevalence of drunk driving (as opposed to
pof ice-detected ratas) and legislative infiuenœs.

f o appreciate the nature of crime statistics, the distinction between the policereported rate of crime, as measured by the number of persons charged, and the actual

rate of crime in society, is an important one. Chaqing rates represented only those
offences that police were aware of and investigated, leading ultimately to an anest. As

rnost occurrences of 'invisible, victimless' crime. such as impaired driving often was,
escaped poliœ notice, such rates represented only a fraction of the adual offbnces king
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committed. This diïrenœ between police-reported crime rates and the actual but
unknown crime rates han been refened to as the 'da* figure of crime" (Evans and

Himelfarb, 1987:Sl; Solicitor General of Canada. 1984:l; Koenig, 1993:9).

This 'da& figure' was largelyattn'butable to hmtwofado First, potentialcomplainants
or victims of crime have far lads than a one hundred percent report rate. A nationalsurvey
of Canadians found that of those victimùed by violent crime, le- than one third reported
the incident to police (Kong and Rodgers. 1995: 4.5). Report rates also Vary considerably
by crime type. Break and enters had the highest report rates and not surprisingly. sexual

assaults had the lowest. Reasons given for non-reporting, across various crime types,
most often retated to the perceiveci usefulness of such action and a lack of confidence in
the police's ability to solve or resolve the incident (Gartner and Doab, 1994: 13).
Recognition of this self-screening was an impetus for the afore-mentioned Operation
Lookout, which encourageci observers to report suspected drunk driven to police. By

establishing such a program. potenüal complainants would perceive a greater likelihood
of action being taken as a result of their report Notwithstandingthis popular initiative. few

impaired driving offences were reported by the public. Additionalîy. in the absence of a

victim or cornplainant, individual poiœ off~œrswere able to exercise considerable
discretion in the handling of suspected dnink drivem. Choices made as to whether to
execute an arrest, issue a six-hour licence suspension or let the driver find altemate

transportation, were for the rnost part, unmonitored.
Secondly. contribuüng to the 'da& figure' was the relatively low detecüon rate of
impaired drivem through direct police enforœrnent. As many legaliy impaired dmers did
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not show any easily observable signs such as car weaving or being involved in a motor
vehicle accident, the vast majority drove with impunity. Random stopping of vehicles, as

was done under the Checkstop program, aided in enforcement but provided only brief
insight into the tnie prevaknœ. Consequentiy. the predominant perception was and
continues to be, that police-collected statistics '%annot measure the true extent and
distribution of crime in society" (Solicitor General Canada, 1984: 2). However. they do
serve a role in this thesis, as Z n approximation of what we are trying to look at" (Doob,
1994: 2).

Charging rates may be infiuenced by a number of faaors, some readily identifiable.
and some less apparent or measurable. In recognition of the 'dark figure.' a number of
'indicators of prevalence' will be presentd to suggest the adual rates at which drunk
driving was occumng, as this could certainly affect the charging rates. These indicators

will serve as informal baselines for postCharter comparisons. Consideration of such
factors may serve in the identification of possible Charter-effeds.

charging trends & police resources

WRhin the perbd from 1977 to 1981, Winnipeg saw a significant rise of fifty-four per
cent in the number of people charged with dnink driving (Table l-series 1). National rates
rose as well. aithough by a less dramatic nine per cent (Table 2-series 1). This trend

coincided with the rise in public and political concem over the social cost of impaired
driving. Dunng this period, the prevalence of dnink driving, based on the number of

apprehended offenders. would appear to have been increasing.
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Through this pwbâ, the Winnipeg P o b Service's T r a c Division, bearing primary
responsibilityfor the enforcement of impaireddrMng hum, increaseâ its complement from
56 to 59 officem. As the number of ofTicers enforcing a law c m be a factor in the rates of

reported

(Koenig, 1993:9), this Ail Iater be compareci to the past-Charter Divisional

complement.
problem index
While legal and logistical limits made bloodafcohol tasüng of al1drivers impossible,
there was one subgroup of drivers whose cimmstances allowed for such testing. Since
1973, the Traffic lnjury Research Foundation of Canada has compileci the resuL of blood

alcohol tests done on drivers who were fatally injured in motor vehicle accidents.

Occasional situations did not allow for tesüng, but the BAC c w M be measured in over
eighty-five per cent of cases (Beimess, Simpson, Mayhew and W~lson,1994: 19).

A seven province survey found tbat between the years 1977 to 1981, nearly half of
the drivers fatally injured in motor vehide accidents had BACSove?the legal limit of 80 mg
per cent, Sixty percent of drivers tested were alcohol-positive. Manitoba's rates for this

period were forty-five and m-fiveper cent. respectively (Mayhew, Brown and Simpson,
1994: Table 3-5, Table 7-5). The ratio of fatally injured drinking dmers to fatally injured

nondrïnking driven has been referred to as the 'Problem Index.' This value offers some
insigM into the prevaienœ of alcuhol among drivem. while contrdling for the many factors
which may affect averall rnotor vehicle fatality rates (Beimess, Simpson, Mayhew and
Wilson, 1994: 20).
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victim (Iiself+eport surveys

Victim and selfrrport surveys have been one of th8 most uülized tools when
researchers attempt to detemine the difbrence between policeceported rates and tnie

prevalence.

A series of seif-report surveys conducteci in Ontario asked subjects to

indicate whether or not they had driwn within one hour of having an alcoholic drink
anytime during the preceding year. In 1977, fifQ-eight percent indicated that they had.

However, by 1981, this number had dropped to forty per cent (Srnart, Adlaf and Walsh,
1991, cited in Beimess, Simpson and Mayhew, 1993: 79).

alcohol consumption & licensed driven

Two fina1factors which may have been positively correlated with impaired driving
prevalence were alcohol consumption (Ogrodnik, 1994: 18) and the nurnber of Iicensed
drivers. Prior to 1982. Manitobans had an average per capita consumption of 91.5 litres

per year (Manitoba Liquor Controi Commission Annual Reports 1977-1981). From 1977,
the number of Iicensed drivers in Manitoba increased steadily, mth the 1981total for active

drivers being 572,095 (Manitoba Department of Driver and Vehicle Licensing fact sheet).

Passenger vehicles registered in Winnipeg numbered approximately 248,000 (TransPlan
2010, 1994 CM
in Mitchell, 1995:A3).

eOST-CHARfER
charging trends & police mources

Nationally, charge rates for 'impaired driving or BAC over 80 mg per cent' and
'refuse or fail to provide a sample' began to decline in 1982, and have continueci this
pattern (Table 2 Series 1 and 2). Canada's 1994 charge rate was less than sixty percent
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of what it had been in 1977. In Wnrnipeg, dnink driving charges also showed the 1982
drop, then climbed to a 1986 peak of over 2300 persons charged, nearly a two hundred
percent increase over the 1977total Fable 1-series 1). Sinœ 1087, however, the annual
rate of persons c h a m by the Winnipeg Police Service has steadily declined to a rate well
below the 1977 total.

The post-Charter period saw an almost irnmediate increase in Trafic Division staff
to an average complement of 66 onicers. whib the W S total number of officers grew only

marginally. This staffing increase wincided with a fie-year upward trend in Winnipeg's
charging rates. unlike the ddining national rate. As well, 1985 s8w the acquisition of the
ALERTmobile. The ALERTmobile served as a mobile breathalyser platform, which was
intended to expedb the processing of suspected impaired drivers.

While the

ALERTmobile preceded the dramatic 1986 rise in Winnipeg charges. the total number of
drivers stopped and testeci with an ASD for that year was not significantiy different frbrn

othen. As the ALERTmobile was used for the ALERTlCheckstop Selective Enforcement
Programs, it is possible that officers were more inclined to make a dernand for a
breathalyser sample when the mobile breathalyser was nearby. thus avoiding concems
over delays and procedures. As well, as a new 'law enforcement tod' purchased for the
WPS by the Province of Manitoba, officers may have been encourageci to make use of it,
thus justifying the expendinire.

Dirninishing police resourœs relative to the demands k i n g place on them could
have cantributed to the decrease in impaired driving charges. While the generally
consistent annual increases in total Cnminal Code offences reporteci by police across
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Canada h m 1977 to 1989 (Hendrick, 1996: 1) may seem to contradict this, the nature
of drunk driving as an often 'victimless' crime may offer some explanation.

Police workload was inherently difficuit to masure with crime statistics alone. In
addition ta funcüoning in an incieasinglydetailorientedenvironment. the number of calls

for service received annually by the WPS increased steadily through the post-Charter
period. In 1994, over sixty-thousand more calls for assistance were received and deal
with than in 1983, while total police cornpiement grew by only 7 per cent. The number of
Ciminal Code offences processed annually by the WPS did not follow this sky-rocketing
trend. The 1994total was l e s than three thousand fivehundred greater than that of 1983
(WPS Annual Reports 1983-1995).

Similariy, the total number of C M n a l Code charges

for Canada in 1994 was only slightly higher than in 1983. However, this rate has been in
a decline since 1989 (Hendrick, 1996: 1).

This increase in service demands,

unaccompanied by a coinciding rise in criminal charge rates, may be an e W of cut-backs
at social service agencies. As such services becorne l e s available, many of their clients,
whose concerna may be non4minal in nature, tum to the police for aid (Rossmo and
Saville, 1991: 543).
Effects of increased demands for service and relative reductions in available
resourœs rnay be more evident in charge rates for what are often 'victimless' aimes. such

as dnink dmMg, fhan m e r crime types. Rates for ofiances such as impaired driving have
been found to be 'parbcularly sensitive to changes in policing practic6sn

(Hendrick, 1995:

35). Contributhg to this s e n s W i was the fad that it was often solely through the action

of the policethat this offenœ inioalfy would be noticad. as opposeci to being victim-initiated.
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The lack of a opecific vi-

or cornplainant may have lowered officers' perceived sense

of public accountability. As police applied their considerable discretion in the handling of

potential suspeds, crimes considered 'less seriousm or less likely to necessitate
investigatiie follow-up were mon prone to an informal resolution (Hendrick, 1996: 2.3).

Officers certainly recognked the serious consequenœs of dnink driving. However, having
apprehended the driver and stopped the commission of the offence. for some officers the
perceived priority of laying a criminal charge may have been pre-empted by competing
demands.
In addition to increased demands in general, there was competition for existing
police resources in Winnipeg from 'up and corning' social issues. The move toward a

community-based model of policing with storefront offices and foot patrols re-directed
personnel (Deputy Chief Joe Gallagher, cited in Wecek, December 15, 1992: Al), forcing

general patrol officen to exercise increased discretion in areas deemed less cntiwl.
lncreasad political and community attention on other high-profileconœms such as youth
violence and iliicit drug use also claimed a larger share of police resourœs (Wilson, 1993:
212; Overson, 1992: 121), just as impaired driving initially did in the eariy 1980s. Richard

Salomon of the University of Westem Ontario recognked the implications of impaired
driving Wling off the public agenda" (cited in Branswell, September 18,1991: 17). Hence,
the expanding and mulafarious demands on their üme had the potential to influence the

manner in which police officers set their priorities and pe~onnedtheir duties.

the courts
While both Canada's and Winnipeg's charge rates showed disœmible drops in
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that this drop was not the resutt ofnewiy imposedjudicial standards. In the case of lower
court decisions, police procedures were tareiy changed immediateiy, as the decision was
not binding on other courts, and could itself be appealed or reversed (Bud Mdvor,
Manitoba Departmentof Justice, peisonalcommunication, Februaty 1,1995). In Manitoba.
the process to change a police procedure as a result of a judicial ruling was quite

straightforward. The written court decision was reviewed and interpreted by Manitoba
Justice Crown Counsels to consider ramifications for policing practices. If a revision in
policy was deemed necessary, this recommendationwould be passed on to the Assistant
Deputy Ministet (ADM) of Justice. The ADM then faxed the revised procedure to the

municipal police farces and RCMP on contnrd within Manitoba, making reference to the
specific ruling as the impetus for the new guidelines. The Charter reportedly has not

necessitated a change in this revision process, which was said to be able to read quickly
(within a day or two) when needed (Mclvor, personal communication, February 1, 1Q95).

Wthin the WPS. such directives were ciiculated through the use of General Orders and
each officer entered the new procedure in their Field M m .

While neither Manitoba Justice nor WPS personnel expressed concem over the
policy revision process, an empirical study

conducted in 1992 looked at police

implementation of Supreme Court decisions and found that this process was at times,
much more difficuît. In one case discussed, the revising of Ontario police procedures was
iniüatd by a lawyer with the Ministry of the Solicitor General after reading about a

Suprerne Court decision in the Toron-

.

Similarfy. an onicer in the RCMP's

Enforcement Support Branch also read of the ruling in a newspaper and this prompted
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notices being sent to the other Branches and disseminatecl to officers (Moore, 1992:
563,566). The rather haphazard way that these two major bureaucratie branches first

became aware of the ruling and the arduous process each went through as they developed
a new policy suggested that the court-initiateci procedure revision procesr did not ahnays
function smoothly or efficientiy.

This observation, if accurate, could have considerable

implications. as it ha6 been generally recognized that the Charter forces police to modify
their procedures 'more often, faster and with less wamingn than was generally the case
prior to 1982 (Moore, 1992: 570; Sudbury, personal communication, August 17, 1996).

Taking into account the main Supreme Court decisions that led to revisions of
impaired driving police procedures, nameiy R. v. Thensns (1SBS), R. v. Grant (799 7) and
R. v. Gmen (1992), the consistent nature of the declining trend of national charging rates
suggests that these decisions did not significantfy compromise police abiiii to apprehend

and charge suspects. Compared to Canada's unintempted decline in annual charges,

howevet, Winnipeg's charge rates have been fat less consistent M e n questioned on this
issue, Winnipeg Police Constable Rod Sudbury, who is responsible for managing the anti-

drinking and driving programs of the W S , identifid the constantly changing Divisional,
Departmental and political priorities as the most likely cause (personal communication,
August 17. 1996).

legirlative influences
Legislativechanges also had the potentialto a-

charge rates. The amendments

to the Criminal Code in 1985 added a number of 'impaired-related' offenses and

strengthened sentences for those convicted of impaired driving. While consideration of
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these new offiences is beyond the sape of this thesis, it may be noted that a review of the
Winnipeg Police Senrice Annual Reports (1986-1994) showed aiaï induding the small
number of charges laid on these new offenses would not have affixted the data
significantfy. One of these offenses, 'refusing or failing to provide a blood sample.' has
been induded, as it is often combined with the previous 'refusing or failure to provide a
breath sample' charge when compiling statistics.

An in-ûepth analysis of these

amendments by the Traffic lnjury Research Foundation (TIRF) for the Department of
Justice Canada. concluded that they had no identifiable impact on the prevalence of
impaired driving (Beimess, Simpson and Mayhew. 1993: 86). However, it is possible that
the passage of these highly publicized amendments could have motivated Winnipeg

Police, either fonnally or informally. to direct increaseâ attention to impaired driving
enforcement Such an effect could have been responsible, wholiy or in part. for the surge

in charges seen in 1986. In the immediately following years, however, the evidence has

suggested that these amendmenh, intended as a 'hard-hemagainst dnink drivers, may
have had the unexpected result of producing a decline in criminal charges being laid.

roadside license suspensions
The previously noted behaviour of officers issuing six-hour Iiœnse suspensions.

when a driver may in fad be legally impaired afsowarrants consideraton. Future analysis
of the use of roadside licence suspensions may lie possible as the WPS began tracking
ASD 'Wams' and suspensions monthly in 1992. The W S 1993 Traffic Division Annual
Report noted in its conclusion. that "aithough the numôer of wams is up, there is a

significant reduction in the number of impaired drivers apprehended "(6). Additional
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reports fiom the Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics have recently identified the

tendency of police to use roadside Iiccnœ suspensions as another fector having the
potential to affect charge rates; but this has not yet been anaiysed nationally (Hendrick,
1995:23, Birkenmayer, 1995: 2).

self-report suweys

Some indicators of prevalence suggest that adual drinking and driving rates may
have began declining in the eariy 198û's, and this contributed to the lower charge rates.
In the Smart, Adlaf and Walsh series of self-reporüng suiveys on drinking and driving

behaviour, the 1981 rate was significantly lower than that of 1977, 1979 and q983.
Further, while 46.8 per cent of respondents in 1983 admitted to drinking and driving

behaviour, this proportion dropped to 20.4 per cent in 1991 (Beimess, Simpson and
Mayhew, 1993:79). This decrease may also have been affected by the lower level of social
acœptance for this behaviour. While not subject to any forrnal sanctions. respondents may

have been less inclined or more ashamed to admit to such offensive behaviour after having
been exposed to the various educational campaigns and the sensational coverage in the

media.
AlerVCheckstop mults

Another chie to the adual rate of drunk driving was the proportion of drivers found
to be impaired, through the random stopping of vehicles, as was done in the Winnipeg

Police's ALERTICheckstop Program (Table 3). The annual proportions of such drivers
closely parallelled Winnipeg's rate fot persons charged with impaired driving (Tabk 1),

including the low year of 1982, the drarnatic increase in 1983, and the increase that

TABLE 3
lmpaired drivers dismversd through ALERT/Checkstop in Winnipeg (1982-1994)
(Calender yeas)

% of randomly
stopped driver$
ultimately charged
with
irnpaired driving

or
BAC over 80 mg %
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occurred again eleven yean later. Such a close match in these two sets of data lends
support to Constable Sudbury's assertion that oficicers' priorities were influenced by
changes in staff, especially changes within policy+naking positions. The similarities may

also rdect changing rates of tnie prevaience. unfwhnateiy, there were too many variables
to draw this conclusion with a high degree of confidence. The numbers of anests made as

a direct result of the ALERTICheckstop Program were not great enough to influence the
pattern of total persons charged for a given year. In 1983 for example, only 5.2 per cent
of those chargeâ with impaired driving were discovered through this program.

Unfortunately, the ALERTlCheckstop results prior to 1982 were unavailable.
piobletn index

The percentage of fatally injured drivers in Canada testing positivefor alcohol during
the post-Charter period feII from the pre-Charter value of sixty percent to fifty-one percent,

at a relativety constant rate. The percentage of drivers found to have a BAC greater than
the legal limit of 80 mg per cent dedined from approrimately 50 per cent in 1983 to 41 per
cent in 1992 (Mayhew. Brown and Simpson, 1994: Table 3-5). This long terni redudion

in alcohol-involved driving fataliaes was also experiencsd in the United States over the
same time period (Beimess, Simpson and Mayhewl, 1993:81). Manitoba's post-Charter

averages, however, were only slightly lower than pre-Charter levels. with 54 per cent
testing alcohol posiove and 42 per cent having a BAC greater than 80 mg per cent
(Mayhew, Brown and Simpson. 1994: Table 7 5 ) .
roadside suweys
Roadside surveys of night-time drivers in Saskatchewan, Ontario and Quebec
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provided the percentage of drive= mth an alcoholgosiare BAC as well as the proportion
with a BAC over 80 mg per cent for the years g979 and 1986. In both categories, the
number of Ontario drive- decreased by 30 per cent. Quebec drivers showed similar
results, dedining by seventeen and 39 per cent, respecüvety. Saskatchewan drivers, who

by f996 had eamed "one of th= worst records in Canada for drinking and drivingn(Serby,
cited in Cordon, March 13,1996: 83) showed a decrease in alcohoi-posiove drivers by only

5 percent and an 8 pet cent increase in drivers with a BAC over the legal liml (Beimess,

Simpson and Mayhew, 1993: 76,n).

In 1986, a joint federal-provincial roadside survey of night-time drivers was
conducted in Manitoba. Driven that cooperated by providing a breath sample were
informed that no charges would be brougM against them M e i r BAC was above the legal
Iimit The resub showed that nearly 20 pet cent of these driven had been drinking, and
5 per cent of night-time driven were legally impaired (Minch. 1988: 10). These values

were comparable to the average across Saskatchewan, Ontario and Alberta, where 16 per
cent of drivers testeâ were alcohol positive and 4 per cent legally impaired (Beimess,
Simpson and Mayhew, 1993: 76,77).
alcohol consumptionllicenseddriverr
Two factors closely related to impaired dming that were noted earlier are the rate
of alcohol consumption and the number of drivers on the road. Alcohol consumption in

Manitoba appeared to have decreased steadily through the post-Charter period, from a
pre-Charter average of QI
.5 litres to the 1994 per capita rate of 72 litres per person
(Manitoba Liquor Control Commission Annual Reports 1983-94). This pattern was the
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same as that across Canada, both the number of drinkers and the amount being
purchased have decreased (Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics, January 1994: 3).
M i l e noting mis, the Brewers Ass0~1~ation
of Canada speculated that the dedine in sales
may, to some extent, be the resuk ofthe proliferation of homemade wine and beer kits
and brew-it-yourself outlets (Brewers hlcornpetidon from at-home K i , March 3, 1993:
9 ) If so, tnie consumption rates may not have decreased as much as the official sales

figures suggest.

By 1994, there were 675,659 active licensed drivers in Manitoba (Manitoba
Department of Driver and Vehicle Licensing fad sheet). and approximately 270,000

passenger vehiclas registered in Winnipeg (TransPbn 2010, 1995). For irnpaired driving
charges ta have been dropping, at least until1993, while the total number of driven on the
roads in Winnipeg increased significantly, either the adual rate of offenses decreased, or

significant changes in policy or police behaviour occuned within the Wninipeg Police
Service regarding the enforcement of impaired driving laws. That the reduction in total

number of charges laid was minoted both nationally, as well as in the United States
(Canadian Criminal Justice Association, January. 1994: Figure 2). supports the former

hypothesis that a widespread social trend did exist, to at least some extent.
urban vs. rural?

A number of well-infomed sources have suggested that the actual rate of drunk
driving in Canada indeed did decline through the 1980s and into the 1990s. These have
induded Harold Basse, the President of the Canadian Association of Chie% of Police and

Orest Fedorowycz of the Policing Services Program, Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics
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( cited in Branswell, September 18.1991:17; Fedomuyczt 1994: f ). This view was not,

however, held by al1 members of the law enforcement community. Sgt Brian Linklater,
representing the Royal Canadian Mounted Police's Traic Senrices in Manitoba, asserted
that the prevalenœ of drunk driving unfortunateiy had not declined within their areas of
responsibility. RCMP charge rates, he obsenred, had remained IYairty consistent year after
year" (CM
in Robertson, Detsmber 2,1995: A7). Unfortunately, these stabCstics
were oniy

available for the moût ment faw years, and consequently were not included in this study

(Sgt. Brian Linklater, personal communication, May 3, 1996). Manitoba charging rates
were available from the Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics, but have not been

considered due to methodological conœms (Appendix 6). This dwerence between the
declining urban and stable rural charge rates within Manitoba had k e n notiœd two years
earlier. At that time, RCMP Spokesman Sgt VIEyman Sangster speculated that one
contributing factor may have been the lack of abmative transportation for dnink driven
in a rural setüng, whereas in a city, buses and taxis are available (cited in Wecek, January
5, 1994: BI).

conviction rates
Consideration of conviction rates may be an appropriate indication of the ability of
police to lay charges which uitimately secure convictions. Unfortunately, both the
Executive Director of the Courts DMsion, Manitoba Justice (Greg Graceffo, persona1
communication. April7, 1994) and a Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics Senior Analyst
(Robert Allen, personal communication, Deoember 13,1993) explained that such rates are

so problernatic that they are not compiled on a regular basis.
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The Policy, Legisfation and Research office of Manitoba Driver and Vehicle
Licencing was able to provide the number of persons convicted for the period frorn 1986
to 1994 for 'impaired driving' or 'BAC over 80 mg per cent! and 'refusing or hiling to
provide a sample' for the WPS j u r i ~ d i ~ o nM
. i l e this conviction data originated from a
reliable source, it cannot as yet be corroborated.
The Traffic Injury Research Foundation report on the 1985 Criminal Code

amendments concluded that they did not have any identifiable impact on the prevalence
of drunk driving. However, the dramatic dedine in miction rates for impaired driving Ri
1987 and 1988, may have reflected the increase in 'not guiity' pleas and use of legal

counsel which they obsenred.
As Table 1 illustrates, the rate of impaired dmn'ng convictions relative to total

charges laid in Winnipeg increased cansicierably. The Table seerns to suggest that the
conviction rate for persons charged in 1987 was less than fiffy percent, but by 1994, it had

risen to over eighty percent Such a conclusion may not necessarily be correct however,
as many convictions recorded in a given caknder year may not relate to penons charged

that year. The difficulty in tracking specific cases through the courts to the final disposition
is why the Canadian.Centre for Justice Statistics does not regubrly compile conviction

rates ( Robert Allen, personal communication, ûecember 13, 1993). Unfortunately,

following this reasoning, Canada has tradioonalty lagged behind other Western nations in
compiling and analysing court data on convictions (Evans and Himeffirb, 1987: 72).
NoNithstanding this weakness, the conviction rates did indicate a proportional upward
trend of successful prosecutions over the last six yeaa.
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The Canadian Centre for Justice Statisticsdoes not ragularly reportconviction rates;
however, it did publish a report on -

..

I

..

in 1994. This report

included conviction rates for spedflc Climinal Code offenses. induding impaired driving,
for three Provinces and one Territory over the year 19Q2. Drunk driving conviction rates

for Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia, Quebec and the Yukon ranged from 80.8 per cent
to 87.7 per cent

.

Overall Criminal Code conviaion rates for these j u r i ~ d i ~ o nranged
s

from 65.5 per cent to 78.7 per cent (Canadian Centre for Justice SWstics, 1994:Table 7).
A second study examining dispositions in six Canadian jurisdictions over the yeats 1991

and 1992 also found that the conviction rates for impaired driving charges were well above
the overall average for Cdminal Code offences (Fedorowycz. 1994: 15).
As pre-Charter conviction rates were not available, a cornparison to that period was

not possible. However, the observation that the proportion of persons charged resulting
in convictions has been in an upward trend suggests that law enforcernent and prosecuting

personnel leamed to function effectively in the Charter environment. A second possible
explanation for the increasing success of prosecutions amidst declining charges is that
police may have developed the tendency of laying charges only in those cases where the

circumstances led them to believe that a conviction was likely. In situations where they
were not as confident, they may have resoiteâ to a six-hour suspension or other informal
solutions such as having the driver leave the car and arrange altemate transportation.
While possible, considering the exceptionally high conviction rates of impaired charges

over the last number of years, police were more likely to avoid laying charges because of
the üme invoived and competing demands than for fear of judidal scruüny.

The weaknewreo of reiying on pdiœ s W ~ t as
i ~masures of police effectivenesr
are well documented (Loreto,l990:225). Howevef, in this case, the rates of persons

charged annually have been considered as boai a product and reflectÏonof the police
department, not an objecfively empirkal masure of efiiectiveness. Admittedly, there have

likeiy been a number of hctors influencingthe charge and conviction rates within the City
of Winnipeg and this study doea not contend that they al1have been identified or controlled
for. However, an analyois of the charging and conviction tends. considered in the context
of the majorjudicial decisions, as well as both national and international patterns indicated
no acute Charter affects.
The trend, over the last six years, in particular, has been reasonably consistent in
Winnipeg, across Canada and in the United States.

The dedine in charges was

accompanied by what appears ta have been somewhat of a decline in the actual
prevalenœ of irnpaired driving offenses. This, combhed with the higher convidion ratios
support the argument that the Charter of Rights and Freedoms has not itself irnpairedthe

traditional ability of the poliœ to enforce this area of criminal law in response to social
demands.

CONCLUSION

In the fourteen years aiat the Charter of Rghts and Freedoms has been part of
the Canadian p o l i , it has impacted on many aspecb of society. Not a l of its effects

were measurable, some being qualitative in nature. As well, in some cases it has been
dinicult to establish a definite causal relationship between the Charter and the
numerous, complex social changes ocwrrWlg in Canada. In the fields of politics and

criminal justice, however, the Charter appears to have serveci as a catalyst for, and
coincided with, a number of significant social and institutional adjustments.
Both the constitutional entrenchment and subsequent media exposure that the
Charter received served to mise Canadians' level of rights consciousness. The topic of

civil libeiües became %ont page news' with the reporting of dramatic, high-profile court
cases ranging in topics h m Swnday shopping ( Regina v. Big M Drug M M Ltd. et al.
[i9851) to m i s e missle testing (Operation Dismanfle v. The Queen [7985n. Many

Canadians were persuaded to believe that the Charter and its guarantees could play an

active role in state decision-making, and in judicial challenges to those decisions which
appeared to infnnge upon individual civil rights. That this expanded policy-making role
for the judiciary has been contentious is commoniy recognized (Knopff and Morton,
1Q92:2O;Morton, 1Q92:628;Chief Justice Dickson cited in Manfredi, 1993:119).

The increased awareness of civil liberlies conflicts and the Charter's potential
role was not ahnrays well received by Canadians. Often in the madia, a Charter
argument was ident'ied as the means through wh-icha 'guiky' party could escape .

justice,perhaps by exploiting a procedural emw on the part of the police. The
distinction between legal guilt and moral gui&seemed to be championed by the Charter,
and acquittab where the accused's adions were not in doubt, but he or she was seen

to 'get off on a technicalii' r a i d the concems of both poliocians and ciazens. M i l e
there was both popuîar and professional support for tougher and more intrusive
enforcement of drunk driving laws, vicüms. their families and many others increasingly

saw the Charter as protecting the accused, often at the expense of social safety and
justice.
A second social e W of the Charter was the proliferation of organized,
constiutionally motivated and empowered lobby groups, appropriately referred to as
'Charter Groups" (Cairns, 1991:103; Knopff and Morton. lgQ2:26). ûften issue

specific, or advocating a narrow agenda, such groups found the Charter to be an

effective vehicle to be used in their efforts. This movement made up of Charter centred
lobby groups has been collecüvely refened to as the 'Court Partÿ (Morton, 1992:647).

The advantage of a legal argument made in a courtroom over traditional lobbying was
that both small groups and groups traditionally exduded from the political proœss

would have a forum in which to present their arguments. presumabfy with a greater
chance for success. While the Chatter appeared to serve a role as a social equalizer,
the expense of mounting a Charter challenge which couid involve costly and Orne-

consuming appeals beyond the resourœs of mosf &kens, brought into question the
liberaldemocratic nature of the Charter (Greene. 1Q89:62). Powerful, well-financecf
groups however. could now exploit not only their traditional access to poliücians, but
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also use the courts as an arena. In this manner, the Charter evidentiy acœlerated the

legalization of Canadian p o l b , by encouraging the use of courts and an adversarial
model to sort out the conflicüng interests within society (Morton and Pal, 1985:221).
In contributhg to the formation and activities of such groups, the Charter aided in
the 'opening' of Canada's traditionaliy %losed'partydriven system of govemment. As
private groups were encouraged by Charter success stories, they developed and
rnatured. canduding or contrading for their own research and drafting alternative
public policies. Canadian political parties have been forced to adapt to these newly

empowered actors, and recognize their potential in establishing and influencing
political agendas. This increased use of litigation to address fundamentally political
issues and the rise in prominence of such lobby gmup may indeed represent what has
been referred to as the uAmericanization' of Canadian politics. As a consequence,
govemment policy-makers and those responsible for the development and drafling of
legislation have been increasingly taking the Charter into consideration at the earliest
stages and throughout the development process (Funston, 1992: 609; Dawson, 1992:
599). Consistency with existing, judicial Charter interpretations and survivability under

future such scruüny have becorne and will continue to be major concems. Such a shift
was and continues to be a conœm for those cornfortable with Canada's ttaditionally
conservative mode1of public order. This enhanced reiianœ on kgal and ultimately
judicial direction to solve social challenges may uitimately reduce the d e of the law
enforcement community in the development and review of criminal polcy in Canada
(Marquis, 1991:403). Considering the integral role played by police in the

implementaüon of criminaljustice legislation and the degree of individual discretion
exercised. such peripheraluing could have serious ramifications for the operation of the
criminal justice system. As has been established. police will rely on their discretion to
enforce legislation in the most effedive manner appropriate within their circumstanœs.
Conseqwntly. tougher criminal sanctions may be m o d if onicers do not have the time
to proœss the criminal charges or perceive that route as not being effedive. Such was

the environment which appears to have led to the increased reliance on administrative

licence suspensions and contributecl to the corresponding decrease in criminal

charges. Evidently, some police officers have concluded that under certain
circumstances, dnink drivers were most effdvely and efîiciently dealt with through
immediate administrative licence suspensions and not the laying of crirninal charges.
Police in other jurisdiclions have also been obsenred to exercise their considerable

discretion as a way of minimiring the impact of a judicial niling or procedural revision
which they do not agree with (Moore, 1992: 553). Consequently, the rnost effective

way to ensure that laws can or will be enforced in the desired manner would be to

maintain the law enforcement community's role in the planning and decision-making
process.

The impact of the Charter on the criminal justice system has been muMi-faceted.

Representing and contributhg to an apparent shift ffom a crims-control model to one
emphasizing due proœss, the Charter and subsequent judicial nilings have focussed
attention on procedurd details.

Admitedly, being somewhat intangible in nature. the

significance of this shift should not be underestimated. Having g

m up with a strong
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tradition of 'getthg the job done.' even if the means were somewhat irregular [R. V.
Wray (i970)),Canadian police quickly became very aware of the increaseû expectation

for procedural propriety under the Charter. The tightening of policies and an
increasingly cynical perception of the courts' abiiii to detennine guilt and punish
offenders has seemingiy led some oficers to effectively by-pass the criminal court
system. Such reactions on the part of police, who act as gatekeepers of the criminal
justice system, have serious implications for the legiürnacy of our system.

The pmblematic nature of acquiring and analyzing police and court statistics
does demonstate the need for more uniformity between police forces and Statistics

Canada when callecüng and defining statistics. Additionally, police statistics of charges
laid are of limited value when they cannot be tracked to detemine the degree to which
those specific charges are successful in court.
The Charter's impact on law enforcement in general. has not been as disniptive

as many of the skeptics predicted in the eariy 1980's. One reason for this was the
content and specific wording within the Charter. Two sections of particular relevance

were s.1 and ss.24(2). Tracing its mots badc to the 1971 Victoria Charter (Hiebert,
1990:113), S. 1 stated that al1 rights and freedoms contained therin may be limiteci tu the

extent found to be "dernonstrably justiRed in a flee and democratic society". By this, the
draften showeâ their intention that within a society,individual liberües may on occasion
be sacrificed for the gaod of the community. Roadside breath-testing (ASD), for

example, compelled a suspect to provide a sampk Yorthwith.' apparently in violation of
the right to counsel, yet in 1988, the Supreme Court 'preseived' this procedure by
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invoking s.j. making reference to the pressing nature of impaired driving offences

(Regina v. Thomsen). Random vehicle stops were mled to violate the entrenched
protection against arbitrary detention. yet such acüviies by police were given a judicial
blessing' repeatedly (HufSky

R (1988); R

W.

Ladouceur ( I W O ) cited in Pilon,

1992:13,14).

The admissibility of evidenœ was one of the most crucial issues relating to law
enforœment Tnie to the Canadian tradition of allowing what may be 'irregularly' or
'illegally' obtained evidence and trying to avoid what was 'regarded as the excessively
liberal exclusionary rule* operating in the United States (Russell. 1985:392). ss.24(2)
directed the exclusion of evidence only if it would 'bring the administration of justice into
disrepute." In practice, .Canadiancourts placed the onus for establishing 'disrepute' on
the defence and did not automatically exclude evidence because of a legal error.
A final aspect of the courts' handling of post-Charter cases which supported

police effork was the allowance of 'goad faith' arguments on the part of the
prosecution. In cases where an onicer had clearly violated a Charter provision. but at
the tirne believed his actions to be legally appropriate. judges wuld acknowledge the

.

violation but still allow the evidence to be admitted [R v. Duade (1990)]. This judicial
flexibility served to give law enforcement agencies time to develop new procedures,
while not necessarily losing a high-profile conviction.
Clearly, the Charter refiected and sewed to preserve significant elements of
Canada's traditional crime-contrd mode1of criminal law. The principle that driving was
a "licensed adivQT as opposed to a fundamental right contributeci to the afore-
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mention& rulings, however. it was the vague wording of üte Charter which gave the

courts the flexibility to consider the social importance of these enforcement procedures
in the context of Canadian legal tradition.
Therefore. despite the courts' initial 'honeymmn' with the Charter in general.
impaired driving cases have enjoyeâ relathrely conservative nilings. There have,

admittedly, been judicially direded procedural adjustments, such as including a medical

caution at the time of a blood sample demand, having appmved screening devices
readily available when making a breath demand and obtaining a warrant prior to
receiving an unsolicitecl blood sample from a doctor who provided medical care to an
suspected impaired driver. None of these, however. neœssitated signifiant policy

retreats, or placeci unmanageable hardship on police. Other areas of cnminal law,
however, have been affected more drastically, by court Charter-rulings. What has
been established is that an assessrnent of Charter effeds must focus on specific areas
of enforcement. and take into account both formal and informal consequences. When

considering the impact of the Charter on law enforcement, one's first inclination is to
consider whether the detedion, apprehension and charging of suspects had been
made more problematic. While some areas of enforcement such as narcotics

investigations, the use of wire-taps and guidelines for onderixwer ofFicers have been
directiy affeded by Chatte7 decisions, over the fimt eight years with the Charter, Yew
discrete powers (were) outright abolished or eliminated" (Normandeau and Leighton,
1990:124).

To date, therefore, impaired driving procedures have continued relatively
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unscathed. The invesügativetools integral to the detemng and apprehension of dmnk

dnvers, being mandatory breath tests and random vehicle stops, have generally been
supported and through some nilings, strengthened by the judiciary. Unlike the reverse

onus elernent of the Namfr'c Control Act which was sûuck down as a Charter
infringement, the reverse onus in the impaired diiving CnCminaI Code provision has thus
far survived.

Wm the exception of some Hne-tuning' of procedural guidlines, the

enforcement of impaired driving criminal laws has enjoyed great support h m Canadian
courts.
A lower level of social talerance, brought about in part by the extensive media

coverage, will continue to be an essential aspect in the fight against impaired drivers.
This social activism may take on a new d e , as police consider non-traditional

partnenhibs and alternative sources of revenue. As well, the liklihood of donations

from private sources to continue antidrinking and drhring enforcement programs is
expected to be positively wrrelated with the public's perception of the necessity and

effectiveness of such activities.
The Charter of Rights and Freedoms will continue to play an important role in
Canadian society and how citizens interadwith govemment stnickires, including the

criminal justice system. In the case of impaired driving, Canada's most costly criminal
offence in tenns of deaths and injuries, the Charter does rot seem to have aampromised the ability of police to enforce the Cnminal Code provisions. It is acknowledged.
however, that this study considered many subtle factors which. while they had the
potential to affect enforcement, cannot be preciseiy or mnclusively measured.
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Appendix 3

OPERATION
LOOKOUT
IF YOU SEE AN IMPAIRED DRIVER:

"TELEPHONE"729-2345
AND PROVIDE THE

POLICEWITH THE FOLLOWING:

1. State you are following or have seen
an impaired driver.
2. State the location.
3. State the direction of travel.
4. Vehicle description - Licence number

- Colour
- Make and Model

5. Description of driver.

-

CAlD Citizens Against lmpalred Driving

Appendk 6

The Wnnipeg 'perrons chargeci' rates were receiveâ dimdy from the Winnipeg

Police SeM= (WPS), whiie the national rates are the product of the Canadian Centre for
Justice Staüstiics (CCJS), Statistics Canada. A caution must be n o t a in the cornparison

between these two sets of data. While the CCJS receives bdata fw Winnipeg exdusively
from the Winnipeg Pdiœ Service through the Uniforrn Crime Reporting system, m u e n t

discrepancies were discovered when CCJS and WPS values for Winnipeg were wmpared.
For example, in the 1986 calender year, the CCJS reported 3574 persons charged with

impaired driving or BAC over 80 mg per cent within the jurisdicüon of the WPS, while the
WPS. for the same year, reported that 2353 persons were charged for those offences. For
1993, in contrast, both the CCJS and WPS agreed that 973 persons were charged.
Through the years from 1977 to 1994, neither the WPS nor the CCJS was consistently

higher or lower than the other.
Constable D.R. Daniels of the WPS Research and Planning has explainad that the
WPS, unlike the CCJS. is able to adjust and correct its staüstics continuously. As well,

through the period from 1977 to 1994, the WPS has had a consistent methodology for

collecting charge rates. while the CCJS has tevised its system (personal communication.
October 4, 1994).

CCJS staff in contrast, were unable to explain inconsistencies in the

charge rates. Consequentiy, as the national charge rate was composed of provincial and

municipal rates, it is best considerad in ternis of its long-terni trends, and not its specific

values.
Further exempiiing such inconsistency was a 1996 report from Statistics Canada

on violent crime rates. Its values for Winnipeg did not agree with those of the Winnipeg
Poliœ Service. lt was discovered that forthe purposes a f t k report, Staüsb*cs Canada had

included, within Wnnipeg's crime rate. the statistics of seveml large rural municipalities
and a village sixty kilometres south. Such idiosyncratic practi-ces limit the usefulness of
such statstics

As Winnipeg Poliœ spokesman Sgt Carl Shier commented, "we'lllook at

their numbers, but they won? provide us with many answers" (cited in Naime. July 31,
1996: A5).
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